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Elderly woman
held six hours

THIS LINE IS MOVING?

1.

Local man
charged with
burglary, abuse
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writat
A Murray man has been
tharged with several- offenses
after he allegedly entered the
home of an 88-year-old woman
and held her against her will for
more than six hours Sunday.
Trooper lay Geiger said Bobby
L. Stanfield Jr., 37, 505 Vine St.,

AMY Wk.SON,I.eager I T,rnes phce:o

Murray State University students lined up outside Elizabeth Hall Sunday wsiti
Tuesday. Classes will begin Wednesday.

MCMA is holding
membership drive
By STACEY CROOK
well as other shows in the triStaff Writer
state area such as Sikeston, Mo..
For those who love music and Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Union
Broadway shows, the Murray City, Tenn. The MCMA has a
Civc Music Association has both reciprocity agreement with those
final up for its 1993-94 season. communities.
"Members can attend those
As MCMA celebrates its 35th
year, volunteers are asking local performances with their memberresidents to join in the fun and ship card," Hart said.
A one-year family membership
entertainment available in each
costs $60, single adult is $30,
year's series.
A membership drive is under- senior citizen is $25 and student
way in an effort to promote the is $15.
"Our entire series costs less
association and its activities.
Sharon Hart, publicity director, that what you would pay to go to
said interested persons can con- one performance in a metropolitact any volunteer member of the tan area," Hart said.
MCMA, which is funded in
MCMA.
The upcoming season includes part by a grant from the Kentuckfour performances in Murray as y Arts Council, provides a

possession of stokn registration
plates.
Stanfield allegedly used a shotgun to break into the residence,
located approximately four miles
cast of Murray on Ky. 280. at
approximately 6 a.m. He was not
arrested until 12:40 p.m.
The victim was being held in a
bedroom of her home. Geiger
said when Stanfield was not in
the room, the woman crawled out
of the bedroom window and went
to thehighway whereshc flagged
down a passing motorist for help.
Authorities were then notified
that a robbery was in progress.
Geiger said. When sheriffs deputies arrived, Stanfield was still
inside the residence.
After the state police arrived,
Stanfield was located in the
house and taken into custody.
The victim was taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital where she was treated and
released.
Stanfield is being held in the
n alirceud of
Cow
Coutx
ntyColunndt.y HJeadapipe

was arrested on charges of first.
degree burglary, third-degree
criminal mischief, kidnapping
and first-degree sexual abuse.
Geiger said according to statute, holding a person against his
or her will, terrothing or assaulting an individual is considered
kidnapping.
After further investigation,
Deputy Roger Dav/son charged /
Stanfield with possession of mardistrict court this morning for
ijuana -less than eight ounces and
arraignment.

for the dorm to open. Late registration is scheduled for today and

MCMA Announces Season
Murray Civic Music Association, a volunteer organization dedicated to bringing performances of the highest quality at the lowest
cost to the region, announces the upcoming 1991-94 season.
Sept. 22 — The LousIvIlle Orchestra (8 p.m.)
Sept. 23 — Louisville Orchestra Youth Cancan (12-45 p M.)
Oct. 10 — "Brigadoon" (3 pm)
Jan. 20 — ChantIclom Youth Convert (12:45 p m.)
Jan. 20 — Chanticleer (8 pm)
March 8 — Everett & Alicia Helm AlIcCorvey (8 p.m.)
All performances are at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State
University Campus. Admission is free to MSU students.
diverse group of shows that
would not normally be available
in this area. Hart said most of the
shows being offered by the association are nationally-acclaimed
and packed with talent.
The membership drive will
continue through the week. Hart
said their season runs from fall to
spring each year.
"It is a great way for families

and friends to spend time
together." she said.
MCMA also has a patron program to help support ongoing
activities and performances.
Children's concerts arc presented to local students in Murray
and Calloway County. Hart said.
"Our patron program helps us

III See Page 2

Barge traffic
moving on river

Archives releases
files on Kennedy
WASHINGTON, ;Al',

Hit-

National Archives today released
thousands of documents relating
to the 1963 assassination of President Kennedy, including classified files from the Central Intelligence Agency.
Experts were hoping the doctiments would help answer nagging
questions, including whether 1.ce
Harvey Oswald had any tics to
the U.S. government.
Thousands of documents,
including files from the Warren
Commission, investigative panels
and congressional committees.
were released at the National
Archives. But it was the unveiling of 90.0(X) pages from the
Central Intelligence Agency that
attracted the most attention, since
many of the CIA's records had

bccp tieklel until nov..
"I think that there will be a lot
of interesting information," said
James Lcsar, director of the
Assassination Archives and
Research Center. "There wilL he
plenty of information that will he
of great interest to researchers."
The Warren Commission concluded in 1964 that Oswald, acting alone, killed Kennedy with a
fifle from his perch in a sixth floor window at the Texas School
Book Depository in downtown
Dallas. Since then, however,
numerous conspiracy theories
have surfaced, revolving around
whether Oswald was the lone
gunman and, if ,he was, whether
he might have been acting at the

See Page 2

Goodbye 614th;
welcome 438th
By STACEY CROOK

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Barge
traffic was freed to move in both
directions on the Mississippi River today for the first time after a
summer of record flooding.
The end of the longest shutdown on the river since shipping
began is welcome news to the
S3-million-a-day barge industry,
which began feeling the effects in
late June as rising water shut
down locks and eventually surrounded some of them. A few
restrictions on traffic remain.
Southbound traffic was allowed to resume on the 830-mile
length of the river from Minneapolis to Cairo, III., on Sunday,
and northbound tows were permitted beginning at 6 a.n1. today,
said Lt. Tim Deal of the Coast
Guard.

Short sections southward from
Minneapolis, the head of shipping
on the river, had been reopened
earlier as water receded.
"This is about as close to
grand opening as we're going to
get," Coast Guard Cmdr. Scou
Cooper said Sunday.
Cooper said travel restrictions
and some localized closures continue along the river because of
shallow water and unfinished test
runs. Dredging is needed to clear
-the channel on some stretches of
the river, Cooper said. That could
lake a few days.
"We're extremely happy and
optimistic that (the river) will be
open shortly to full movement,"
said George Foster, president of
Midway,Marine Inc. in St. Louis.

MEETINGS

Staff Writer

edge(I Times prate

Col. Bruce Pleat Commander of Troop Commend with the Kentucky National Guard, (left) and Company Commander of the 614th MP
Co., Tung Dinh, retire the 114th'S C01011 Saturday.

FORUM

As the colors of one unit arc retired, another set of colors
will fly.
During Family Fun Day at the Murray armory, National
Guardsmen with the 614th Military Police Company said "so
long" to their old colors and welcomed two new companies.
The 614th Military Police Company has been retired after
state-wide defense cutbacks took effect. The 614th has been
in Murray for approximately 13 years. Murray's armory was
built in 1987.
Brig. Gcn. Larry Barker, Deputy Stare Commander, and
Col. Bruce Pierau were on hand along with other state and
local officials to honor the 614th.
Several communities across the state have faced cutbacks
with defense. Murray, however, gained 60 positions with C
Company of the 1/123rd Armor opening up soon, Ronnie
England, public relations officer, said.
In addition, the 438th Military Police Company will share
the armory with C Company.

See Page 2
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FROM PAGE 1
behest of the CIA. FBI or ownized crime.
Commissions that have studied
the assassination over the years
have had access to the CIA files.
"People who believe the agency did it are paranoid, and naive
to believe that they-would be stupid enough to leave footprints,"
said Robert Blakey. a Notre
Dame law professor who served
as staff director for the 1978
House Select Committee that
studied the assassination. Blakey.
who studied volumes of CIA
documents, concluded that there
is "no smoking gun there."
"And if there was something
we missed," Blakey noted. "if
there was something truly earthshaking in it, it would have
leaked out by now. It's been 30
years."
Lesar noted there are a variety
of things to watch for, particularly documents that suggest any
link between Oswald and the
agency.
For example, any information
relating to CIA operatives,
including the late David Phillips,
could be important.
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Expand your local calling area with Area Calling Service
You asked us for an option toexpand your local calling area,and now
you've got it--our new Area Calling Service is now available to South
Central Bell customers in the Calloway County area.
Area Calling Service extends local calling areas to include nearby
communities, giving you three local service options and more control
over your telephone service. Both residential and business customers
can choose from three options:
I. Expanded Calling Area, Unlimited Calling. For a flat
monthly rate,subscribers get unlimited local calling within an
lapanded local calling area. Residence subscribers pay $28..00 per
in nl h for this option,and business subscribers pay $82.00 per month.
2. Expanded Calling area,Per-Call Charging. Subscribers to
this option pay a reduced monthly flat rate for telephone service.
Then, they are charged for all calls within the expanded local calling
area. (Those charges may be substantially less than current longdistance rates.) Subscribers also have the option to request detailed
local call billing information similar to the itemized listings provided
for long-distance calls.
Residence subscribers pay $8.00 per month for basic monthly
service under this option, or $9.00 per month if they want local call
aeon zation on their bill. Business customers pay $27.00 per month for
basic monthly service, or $30.00 per month if they want local call
itemization on their bill.
3. No Change. Telephone subscribers choosing to stay on their
current flat.ratemonthly service will continue to pay the same amount
for their local service,and current long-distance rates for calls outside
their existing local calling area.
South Central Bell is pleased to offer Area Calling Service to
address the local calling needs of Calloway County. And if you sign up
before November 30, 1993, well waive the service connection charge!
Residence customers can save $15.50 and busi nesscustomers can save
$23.50!
If you sign up for Area Calling Service and you find its not for you,
you have 90 days from the date you subscribe to change back to your
former flat-rate monthly service at no charge. (A service connection
charge will apply to switching beck after 90 days.)
To order Area Calling Service or to get more information, residence
customers can call 557-6500 and business customers can call 5576000. There's no charge for calling either number.
Area Calling Service-just one more way South Central Bell is
working to meet your telephone service needs.

Phillips, who headed CIA
coven operations in the Western
Hemisphere at the time of Kennedy's assassination, may have
had some contact with Oswald
before the killing. Antonio Veciana, a Cuban exile, has stated that
he saw Oswald in the presence of
a CIA operative he knew as
Maurice Bishop.
"The 1978 House Select Committee (that probed the Kennedy
assassination) is said to have
investigated the possibility that
David Phillips might be Maurice
Bishop," Lesar said.
No mention of this controversy
is included in the House Select
Committee's report. The panel
concluded that Kennedy was
probably the victim of a conspiracy, with a second gunman firing
at him but missing.
Also, any CIA information on
a trip Oswald took to Mexico
City in September 1963 could be
important. While there, he unsuccessfully sought visas from the
Cuban and Soviet embassies. He
met with a Soviet vice consul,
whom the agency believed to be
a KGB assassination and sabotage expert. The remainder of
Oswald's six days in Mexico are
unaccounted for. The documents
are being released Monday under
a law enacted last year to speed
the distribution of government
files on Kennedy's murder.

Contras release hostages
QUILAL1, Nicaragua (AP) — In this ramshackle cattle and coffee town in northern Nicaragua, former Contra rebels took a step
back from a growing confrontation that threatened to plunge Nicaragua into chaos.
On Sunday, leaders of the rearmed Contras released 20 hostages
they seized Thursday and promised to release the other 21 soon,
said Francisco Mayorga, leader of a delegation mediating the crisis
in this Contra stronghold.
Jose Angel "The Jackal" Talavera Analiz and his 400 fighters
also dropped their demands for the removal of Nicaraguan army
chief Gen. Humberto Ortega and presidential chief of staff Antonio
Lacey°, Mayorga said.
In return, the government promised not to punish them, to withdraw government troops sent to Qualili and to study rebel demands
for land and money, said Mayorga, former president of Nicaragua's
Central Bank.

Report questions money for oil spill
WASHINGTON (AP) — Millions of dollars being paid by
Exxon Corp. to repair oil-spill damage in Alaska are being spent on
projects that may not be linked to the 1989 spill, says a congressional study.
The critical report by the General Accounting Office says state
and federal officials charged with administering SI billion in Alaska oil spill recovery money too often have funneled money to government agencies for dubious scientific studies and data collection.
In some cases, the GAO said in the findings released Sunday,
projects have been approved that "either do not appear to be
directly linked to the oil spill or appear to duplicate existing
responsibilities of federal and state agencies."
The study confirmed findings reported by The Associated Press
last week that most of the more than 5200 million spent by the
trustee council during the last two years had gone to reimburse
state and federal agencies, Exxon for some past cleanup work, and
for administrative and legal expenses.

Goodbye...
FROM PAGE 1
present these programs to the
schools.
"Because of our patrons we are
able to do a little extra," she said.
For more information about
MCMA memberships or the patron program, call 753-3257 or
762-4516. All performances arc
accessible to the handicapped.

FROM PAGE 1
England said the support from
England said there will be no residents and local officials made
personnel changes with the MPs. the difference.
"I personally believe that withThe people will be the same, the
out
the efforts of the people in
name will not.
this
area, local and state politi"This had nothing to do with
The Murray Ledger I Toms(USPS 301-700)
performance, it was just a down cians, letters and phone calls...we
would probably be another comThe murfay Ledger I Tress is pktisToS
sizing of the guard," England
orrery afternoon ascot Sundays. July 4.
munity less an MP unit," he said.
guardmen
in
our
unit
said.
"No
ThanesT Day. Chnsones Day and Nee
The Family Fun Day was
by Murray Pireseers
sp Inc., 1031
Years
lost a job."
Whaled r , Murree, KY 42071. Second
hosted
by Operation Open Arms
The headquarters and operaGass Postage Pad g Murray, KV 42071
paper?
your
Miss
of the 428th will be Family Support Program, coorditions
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served by earned SS Per MAW MAP* e
advance By mei el Calved" CO and to
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The support program origithe 428th will remain in Louisof
Benson. p4adm Usyleid Sided. ard re,received their home-delivered
ville, the original home of the nated in July 1991 during Desert
rringion. Ky and to Pans. Buchanan and
Purfew, Tenn 157w yearly mai to Ow
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Storm. The program was officialentire unit. England said.
desooscets 55450 per year
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
ly chartered in Oct. 1991.
of
the
armored
company
The
••••
To reach aM dspertrend al the neereover.
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m. , 123rd will bring new jobs to the
Pritchett said the program has
ohms 753-1916
Saturday are urged to call
area. England said the National been beneficial since its incepThe Murray Ledw I Tres e a meets ol
753-1916 and ask for the cirGuard wilt- not move personnel tion. During Desert Storm, 40
the Assoomed ft“,Kentucky Press AMP
culation
department
between
Naftheirl
Saxhorn
Newspapers
C41.0rt and
from other armored units in the troops from Murray were on
Assocsaeon The Ardor:awe Press 4 1400
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
state. Instead, a recruitment pro- active duty in the Gulf.
&NM/ 11/114140 10 MOS coveted by the
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
She said family members
Murray Ledger I Tree
cess will begin in this area to fill
needed held dealing with the war.
those slots.
"After they got back, I realized
With the help of Murray, Calloway County and surrounding the more support I show my huscounties, England said the a band and these soliders, the better
things are.
guard unit stayed here.
"The stronger the family
"We worked with people here
involvement,
the stronger the
and inFrankfort," he said.
"Frankfort was amazed that the community involvement, the
community, not just this com- stronger the unit," she said.
The non-profit, volunteer supmunity but surrounding communities, came together for a cause." port agency is also involved with
the community and charitable
orgainzations.
KENTUCKY
The group disperses informaLOTTERY
tion about legislation and other
matters that will affect the
guardsmen or their families.
"The family support is a great
OR31101t$1.24HCIA A DAY; SAT. I 51.117/41/310ff liason between guardsmen, fami01 WISH AT RB1111
lies and the community," England
said.
"The family support involvement helps reassure retention,"
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said Sgt. Eddie Dillion, recruiter.
6-9-7
Volunteers with family support
The Pick
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bers enlisted. Pritchett said anyLotto
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who would like to donate
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time to the group can do so. To
volunteer, call Pritchett at
753-8135 or Sgt. Jimmie Tubbs
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DOOGE-JEEP•EAGLE
at 753-4042.
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. - (502)753-6448

IT'S BAD.
IT'S BOLD.
THE "HULK
HOGAN" OF
FULL-SIZED
TRUCKS. AND
IT'S COMING
TO MURRAY, KY
REAL SOON...
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Get Your
FULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

1

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
YOU may have one of these 16

DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

A.—Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Dr. Dennis L Hoskett, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs$30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic lest, a
chiropractic neurologivil test,a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE.
If you want more or.aid tt•dment.
we do all the pepenvork.

FREE.
DISCLAIMER- OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:"TIE PATENT Ale0 ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT STAMM IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITH* 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT Foe TIE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT *

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
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NASA tries to regain radio link with Mars observer
By LEE SIEGEL
AP Semmes Writer
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PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
NASA engineers say the "missing" Mars Observer spacecraft
probably was hit by a temporary
computer glitch and is not lost in
space forever.
They repeatedly radioed commands Sunday in an attempt to
get a response from the spacecraft, a high-tech robot designed
to give scientists their most
detailed global look at Mars.
Even without a reply, Mars
Observer has automatic computer
programming to make it fire its
thrusters and start orbiting the
Red Planet on Tuesday. It then
would try to contact Earth on
Wednesday, said Glenn Cunningham, manager of the S980 million
project run by Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
"1 don't think we're going to
lose this mission," he said. "I
think we've hidiSne of the typical little hiccups that affect all

our missions because these are
very complex pieces of hardware
with many computer systems."
Engineers lost touch with Mars
'Observer about 6 p.m. PDT
Saturday. Its radio transmitter
had been turned off as a precauuon when the thruster fuel tanks
were pressurized so the spacecraft would be ready to enter
orbit around Mars on Tuesday.
If the tanks ruptured or failed
to pressurize, the spacecraft
would be unable to fire its thrusters and would shoot uselessly
past Mars. Cunningham called
that an extremely unlikely
"worst-case scenario."
Cunningham said he thought
the spacecraft's antennas had
pointed the wrong way or the
transmitter failed to restart.
Controllers have lost touch
briefly with the spacecraft several
times since its launch Sept. 25.
Engineers believed they had fixed
the cause of those problems.
The latest malfunction hap-

pened as Mars Observer was less to signal Earth as it hurled the
than 400,000 miles from the spacecraft toward Mars. Engiplanet after an 11 -month, freers waited an anxiety-wracked
hour before hearing Mars
450-million mile journey.
Observer was safe.
"Everybody says, 'Gee, why
Malfunctions have plagued the
do these things almost always
National Aeronautics and Space
happen in the home stretch?"
Cunningham said. "This has
Administration.
— The Magellan spacecraft
been a very smooth mission, and
to have a hiccup like this within
lost touch with Earth repeatedly
the final 100 yards of the wire is
after it started orbiting Venus in
disconcerting."
August 1990, but engineers solMars Observer was to be the
ved the problem and Magellan
first U.S. spacecraft to reach
successfully mapped the VenuMars since two Viking orbiters
sian landscape.
and their landing craft arrived in
— Shuttle astronauts will fly to
1976. It was expected to spend
the Hubble Space Telescope in
the next few months maneuvering
into a near-polar, circular orbit several months to fix its fuzzy
234 miles high, then spend at longest-distance vision, its failed
gyroscopes and jittery solar
one Marleast 687 Earth days
panels.
tian year — photographing and
studying the planet's landscape,
weather and seasonal climate
change.
After Mars Observer was lifted
into Earth orbit last year, a new
Transfer Orbit Stage rocket failed
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Mr. Coleman,
We love you. You are the best teacher ever.
- You believed in us when no one else did.
We're behind you 100,-(.
—
Your Students
—

GETS YOU THE BEST
BREAKFAST IN TOWN...

'Victim of bad luck'

•

Formef PCC employee arrested for-shoung up-on-campus
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
James Sweatt, who was fired by
Paducah Community College and
then arrested for later showing up
on campus, said he was the victim of bad luck and highhanded
treatment from the school's
administrators.
PCC not only fired Sweatt but
also ordered him not to set foot
on campus.
When Sweatt later showed up
on the campus for a night class
offered by Murray State University, PCC had him arrested.
Sweatt, 33, was- fired May 7 as
manager- of PCC's computer system. On June IS, after Sweatt. had
attended.. his fourth class, a PCC
administrator signed complains
charging him with two counts of
criminal trespass.
He was arrested at his home.
Sweatt spent 90 minutes in the
McCracken County jail before
being released on a S150 cash
bond.
Sweatt is scheduled to appear
in McCracken District Court on
Tuesday.
Third-degree criminal trespassing is considered a "violation"

rather than a misdemeanor and is
punishable by a fine of up to
S250.
No one alleges that Sweatt did
anything other than show up for
class, and court records do not
reflect any previous criminal
cony icusw s
College officials will not discuss the case publicly. But
records that Sweatt obtained from
his personnel file show officials
were concerned about his appearances on campus between the
time of his firing and when he
began attending the class.
College officials have told
police that they feared Sweatt
would somehow get access to a
terminal and might disrupt the
college's computer system.
Sweatt scoffs at such suggestions.
Steve Haines, 3 Paducah police
spokesman, said it was clear to
police that PCC officials "had
grave concerns about (Sweatt's)
continuing preserice on camptiA„
They considered him to be
trespassing."
What Sweatt called his bad
luck started • in April, when a
crash of the college's computer

wiped out all of the upcoming
fall semester's registration
records. Sweatt was supposed to
make daily back-up copies, but
he was six days behind.
He said he could not get
enough time on the computer to
duplicate the records. Sweatt's
dismissal stemmed from the
problems that arose from losing
the registration records, and the
cost of the effort required to
manually reassemble them.

HONEYS
All-You-Care-To-Eat
Breakfast & Fruit Bar

$299

PCC President Leonard
O'Hara, who after the crash
asked for a reviesi: of the computer problem, cited an unsatisfactory job performance in firing
Sweatt.
After Sweatt formally appealed
his finng and lost, he went back
to campus a few more times to
try to retrieve his mail, get copies
of his personnel records and
register for a PCC class.
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But he said college administrators followed him and encouraged him to leave the campus on
a few of those occasions.
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1993 FORD RANGER...

Now You Can Drive A
DESIGN LEADER
Every Two Years
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For those of you who believe that quality of
service should be exceeded only by quality
of product, then D.K. Kelley is the place for
you. You'll be greeted with the most friendly
and prornpt service.

Why lock yourself into a 5-yea*.r ohligatioW
Now get low monthly payments tiv only 24 months
with Ford's Red Carpet Lease.
IT'S LOADED!
1993 Ford Ranger XLT
.2.3 Liter Engine
.5 Sp. Transude
•Power Steering
'Air Conditioning
•AM/FM Casseue
'Sliding Rear Window
'OWL Tires
'Chrome Rear Step Bumper
'Cast Aluminum Wheels

$19
961

Per Month
For 24 Months
1....t.*

$199 fili•

",,•

$20000

kr!utiiis i N, ,Jri'.• Ittlx•s,'

$42500

A RED CARPET LEASE
MAKES SENSE
.3 year/36.000 mile bumper to bumper

4

Total Cachfkc st liodsk IrKEptv.n

warranty*
•Pay only for what you use — just two year's
worth.

$99 Reg
'All

5121.99

City Shorts

$34.99 Reg
N. 12th Si,
University Square
305

'Broomstick Skirts

Murray, Ky.
753-7441

$42

$25

$24.99 Reg $2999
*All Howard Wolf
20% Off
Sizes 2-18
'Poet Shirts..

.Total Amount tiMonthlv.Parments $4.79064

Imam may ham the option
woman ty ...Lamm payment is Mead en met n1'1110.469 on I993 Ford *tenger XI.T
•See your dealer for•ropy of th i•
Were is responsible for ammo wear and
bat5 not ebligstad I.. pu re hem the vehicle St....and et•pm,* t•be negetisted with thedaaler•t leer signing
f'redtt Imam payment
Ford
by
tem snd IWO II per m tie charge for mileage an,,30.000 trial •Bubtort Le cretin @penes'and uni,arsb lip •• determined
nigh dm et teem
includes tt tle,tame and license fees Per emn•I teem ternt•,yeti must matinee vehtele retail delivery fmni dealer Meth by 11103111 Total
,nceptien ir•lude• security deposit •nd rmL ,,or,th a lease psym•nt

'Blazers
IEE
ent

"You Will Be Satisfied"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Murray, Ky.

To report local news call 753-1916
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FORD

701 Main St.

MEI

$82461

(502)753-5273
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Lawmakers finding
little voter appetite
for a big new plan
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — One win often builds momentum for
the next in politics, but President Clinton's deficit-reduction victory
may have limited his options for his upcoming push to revamp the
health-care system.
Some congressional Democrats visiting home for the first time
since they pushed his budget-cutting plan through Congress say
their constituents don't want to hear about another big plan right
now.
Instead, lawmakers said they found voters:
—In no mood for the broad tax increases a health-care overhaul
may require, even one levied solely on employers.
—Demanding that money to pay for the overhaul come from federal spending cuts — even though the deficit-reduction bill just
trimmed the growth of Medicare and other popular federal health
programs.
—Wary of the medical-Care effort because of skepticism about
Washington's ability to fix things — especially something as complicated and personal as health care.
"The cynicism is just overwhelming right now," Rep. Tim Johnson, D-S.D., said last week. "It's tough to go home and tell people,
'I've got an idea that will make your life better.' They just don't
believe it."
Clinton has promised to unveil his plan for reworking the
nation's health-care system next month after Congress returns from
its summer recess.
So far, he and aides have provided few details. But the proposal's main goals will be to provide coverage for everyone, and to
rein rapidly growing costs.
It's likely to be an expensive effort because of the many billions
of dollars a year it will cost to cover the 37 million Americans now
uninsured.
According to early descriptions, Clinton would put the prime
burden on employers, who would be required to pay up to 80 percent of their workers' insurance premiums in the form of a payroll
tax. Other funds would come from cutting costs in the government's Medicare and Medicaid programs, and possibly higher
"sin" taxes on tobacco and alcohol.
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., told the National
Governors' Association last week that he wouldn't rule out supporting mandates on employers and steeper cigarette taxes. Despite
that, members of Congress say that in the aftermath of the -budget
fight, the public may be hard to bring along in today's strong antitax climate.
Lawmakers say there may not be loud resistance to raising taxes
on alcohol and tobacco consumption. But they caution that there
would probably be problems with a broad tax, even a payroll tax
levied on employers.
That "would be perceived as a tax by the public," said Rep. Tim
Penny, D-Minn. "It would be very tough for the administration to
sell."
The anti-tax mood is fueled by a public perception that the
needed funds can be squeezed out of federal health programs.
"They'd prefer to see us developing cost containment program's
before we raise taxes to fund" the overhaul, said Rep. Cal Dooley,
D-Calif.
The money is there. Federal health spending totals nearly $300
billion annually. The problem is finding the specific savings — and
the public and political will to actually make the cuts.
That proved difficult for the authors of the deficit reduction bill.
It reduced the growth of Medicare and Medicaid, the health insurance programs for the elderly, disabled and poor by $63 billion
over five years. Those cuts were among the last items agreed upon
— even though most of them will directly affect only hospitals and
doctors.
Penny says the deficit-reduction fight disappointed people
because it featured the same partisan bickering they have observed
for years. That's just sharpened public skepticism about the healthcare overhaul, making it that much harder to galvanize support for
the effort.
"Constituents feel you can't expect miracles any mizitC,' Penny
said.
Then he added, "That's probably a healthy attitude."
;t
teti

GUEST EDITORIAL
Aug. 17. Democrat & Chronicle. Rochester. N.Y.. on the
death of Michael Jordan's father:
The senseless shooting death of Michael Jordan's father by apparent
highway robbers underscores the urgency of the need to make curbing
crime and violence a national priority.
Jim Coman, who as director of North Carolinas' State Bureau of
Investigation is leading the investigation into James Jordan's death,
summed it up well: "... what happened to Mr. Jordan was the kind of
random violence that all the public are concerned and afraid of. It
could have been any one of us."
Is it any wonder that so many cities have become ghost towns after
dark; that fewer people look strangers in the eye and that the personal
security business is booming? People are scared. ...
Violent crime is everywhere. ...
Here are the options: Either continue the spread of the fortress mentality that has consumed most urban areas, or get serious, about tackling crime and violence in America.
As a candidate, President Clinton promised the latter. And to his
credit, ... he showed signs of following through when he unveiled a
package of anti-crime bills during a White House Rose Garden ceremony.
However, the problem is whether Congress will get behind him and
how quickly.

The Peterman pages of pretension
The return address claims Lexington, Kentucky, as. home, but
the contents speak of more exotic
locales — Tangier, LaPaz, the
island of Dominideit's the fall
1993 catalog of the J. Peterman
Company, a wish book that raises
pretension to new heights.
To distinguish his upscale
booklet from, say, the Sears catalog, Peterman calls his an "Owner's Manual." There are no pictures of clunky models with outof-date hairdos, no vulgar
instructions on how to measure
yourself to determine the proper
size undergarments in this catalog. In fact, if the people referred
to by J. Peterman actually wear
undergarments, they are most
likely made of silk.
But there are no people pictured in the Petcrman manual.
Instead, hand-drawn sketches of
uninhabited articles of clothing
are featured. With one exception.
that is. 'The infamous J. Peterman
coat, something he calls a "classic horseman's duster," is illustrated on a lanky male figure. In
one pose, he's striding manfully,
his long coat fluttering .with the
breeze. In another, he's astride a

MAIN STIZEFI

horse. Probably a bucking bronco
he has just broken.
According to the myth
recounted on the inside front cover of Peterman's current catalog.
the business was first launched
when he ran an ad in The New
Yorker for the "classic horseman's duster" because he was
tired of people in New York,
Tokyo and London begging him
to tell where he got the one he
owned. One ad spawned thousands of orders and the rest, as
they say, is history.
Peterman offers nothing as
mundane as coats, sweaters, teeshirts or shoes. And the colors he
provides are way beyond Roy G.
Biv. Brown becomes "wet earth,"
or "hot chocolate after the marshmallows have melted" in his lexi-

con. Plain old white is elevated to
"Kilimanjaro."
Walking shoes are tagged "The
M 1604" and cost S210. A fancy
lounging robe is a "Moroccan
Gondora." A conventional blazer
with brass buttons becomes
"Captain Holzfeind's Jacket."
Items are described in prose
that would be spoken in a husky
male whisper. Think of Bogart in
"Casablanca," Clark Gable in "It
Happened One Night," or any of
John Garfield's films.
The attire in the catalog is
meant to be worn in faraway
places. Cotton tunic and pants in
Ksar el Kebir. Silk raincoat
designed especially for those soft,
insidious Irish rains. The handwoven poncho is perfect for those
chilly nights in Ecuador.
Actually. the J. Peterman Own-

a family affair

Kentucky politics
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In
less polite company, it might be
called nepotism.
It's the practice of treating a
political office like a family heirloom, to be passed from one generation to another with no more
thought to the meaning than
might accompany the transfer of
a chafing dish.
It comes in a variety of forms,
and is widely practiced throughout the state, from city halls to
courthouses to the Capitol. The
iriportance of family relationships in politics cannot be denied
in Kentucky.
The most recent example came
recently with the appointment of
Sara Walter Combs as a justice
on the Kentucky Supreme Court.
She was not related to the justice
whom she replaced — Dan Jack
Combs — but was the widow of
another Combs of some repute —
former Gov. Ben T. Combs.
The Combs appointment
brought praise and scorn for Gov.
Brereton Jones.
She is the first woman to hold
a seat on the highest court in
Kentucky. But some also criticized Jones for a "cynical"
appointment of a woman who
was perhaps not as qualified as
other nominees just because of
her gender and her relationship to
Ben Combs.
In fact, Jones owed Bert
Combs a lot. Perhaps as much as
SI million. Bert Combs and former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
Breathitt organized fundraising
events for Jones to help put the
money back in his pocket that he
spent to get elected lieutenant
governor in 1987.
Sara Combs has to run in
November against two others for
the remainder of the term on the
bench. And there is another family controversy in that race.
Janet Stumbo, who won a seat
on the intermediate Court of
Appeals in 1989, is in the race
along with former Ashland Mayor David Welch.
Stumbo's political family tree
has been climbed because she has
retained her maiden name — a
powerful one in eastern Kentucky
— and not taking the last name
of her husband, Ned Pillersdorf,
who is a politician in his own
right.
Last year, there was another
marital matter on the political
scene.
Then-Rep. Carroll Hubbard
was running for re-election in the
First District he had represented
for 18 years. His wife, meanwhile, Carol Hubbard. was running for the House seat in the

er's Manual, for all its effeteness,
is kind of fun to read. I find
myself asking, "Is this guy for
real?" and hope that tongue is
firmly planted in check while the
copy is being written.
All in all, the redeeming value
of the catalog is that the clothes
are really, really nice, in spite of
the copy that describes them.
Take the page with the headline.
"You are as you should be." On
it is a sketch of a woman's dress.
Not just any woman's dress. The
accompanying blurb claims,
"This is the dress you wear when
you need to enter a room and feel
beautiful. The skirt sweeps out
some 184 inches. Everything
about you appears beautifully
proportioned, slightly elongated."
It promises the wearer will
resemble Lara in "Doctor Zhivago". or Anjelica Huston. They'll
even send it by Federal Express if
I .want,_ All .1 ha.ve to do is ,save
up the S240 it costs. According to
the catalog, prices in this edition
of the J. Peterman Owner's Manual are guaranteed through Dec.
31. It's a good thing. It will take
me that long to scrape up the
money.

adjacent Fifth District. They both
lost.
The year before that, there was
the matter of Martha Wilkinson's
candidacy to succeed her husband, Wallace, as governor. That
didn't last long and Mrs. Wilkinson eventually withdrew.
Also in 1991, there was a new
twist on the family tree. Steve
Collins ran for the job of lieutenant governor. His mother, Martha
Layne Collins, had held the job
in 1979-83 and was governor for
four years thereafter. Steve Collins finished third.
Chris Perkins was handed his
father's seat in Congress from the
old 7th District as a legacy,
which he squandered.
Drcx Davis Jr. has been trying
for years to win an elective office
— almost any elective office. His
father, Drex Davis Sr., won them
seemingly without really trying.
In a slight twist recently, Linda
Breathitt, the daughter of the former governor, has been appointed
to a seat on the Public Service
Commission — a job her father
once held.
There's another generational

fork in the tree looming in 1995.
Two of them, in fact.
Bob Babbage, who is now secretary of state and used to be
state auditor, wants to be governor. And he may run for it in
1995, or maybe not. At any rate,
Babbage takes some pains to tell
people that his grandfather was
Keen Johnson, who was governor
from 1939-43.
Ben Chandler doesn't have to
take such pains, though he is also
not averse to reminding people
that he is the grandson of A.B.
"Happy" Chandler, one of the
towering figures on the Kentucky
political landscape for much of
the 20th century.
There are countless other
examples. In the legislature
alone, there have been a handful
of examples in the last decade or
so: Helen Garrett and Patti Weaver in the Senate, Caroline White,
Carolyn Kenton, Mae Hoover,
Frances Brown and Robbie Castleman in the House.
There's probably nothing inherently wrong with it. But it does
beg the question — Does being
someone's widow, widower, son,
daughter, grandson, nephew,
whatever, make you qualified to
hold office.
It probably doesn't. But it
doesn't hurt either.

1
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Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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The Advisory Council for the Family Resource Center will meet
Tuesday. Aug. 24, at 4 p.m. at the Resource Center at East Calloway
Elementary School. The public is invited to attend..
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Singles plan activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Aug. 24, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County (lumber of Commerce building. Charlie Blair will be the guest speaker with his topic being "lADOM: It's All
Up to You." After the meeting the group go to Nature's Bounty Resurani
for refreshments and conversation. On Wednesday, Aug. 25, tiff SOS
will meet at 6 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to take western line and
swing dance lessons. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated. divorced
or widowed. For more information call Jeanne. 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.

Job Club will meet Wednesday
The Job Club for the Senior Employment Program will mcct Wednesday. Aug. 25, at 10 a.m. at Muriay--Calloway County Senior Citizens'
Center, 607 Poplar St. The program provides training for senior citizens,
55 and 70, who are interested in finding employment. It is funded
through the Job Training Partnership Act, through the West KentuckyPrivate Industry Council, in cooperation with the Department of Employment Services, and the Purchase Area Development District. For more
information call 753-0929.

Literacy Program seeks volunteers
The Adult Literacy Program is seeking volunteer tutors to help adults
interested in improving their reading skills. Opportunities ASO exist for
those interested in teaching English as,a second language. For further
information contact Donna McCoy, Coordinator. Callbway County Adult
Literacy Program, MSU Learning Center. Lowry Building, phone
762-2666 or 759-1006.

Bogard reunion on Aug. 28
The annual Bogard family reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 28. This will
be in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A potluck
meal will be served at noon. All family members and friends are invited.

Calaway Comity wide teachers meeting
on Tax -Deferred Compensation/7
pm /CCHS cafeteria
Marray•Calloway County Chapter of
NAACP/7 pm /Willis Community Center.
Skaitie Too/7 pm /tome's Steak House
Info/Wynnona. 753.7845. or Joe.
11527-9177.
Adult Great imam Discussion Group(7
pm Calicavay County Public Library
Dexter•Hardia United Methodist
Church's Women's Night Circlet7 pm
{logo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Depanment/6 30 pm /Water Valley Community Center
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Puppets/8 pm
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p m /\Aurray-Calloyvay County Hospital
AA and Al-Anou . closed Ilizacussion
meting/II pm/American Lega Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets
info/753 8136 or 413% 4314

('offer Break at Martin's (lupe! United
Methodist Church/9 30 am
Partials An•nymous/6 p m.
Info/733-0082.
Hazel Center/open 10 am 2 pm /for
senior citizens activities
Miler Cellittrtienit* activities/9 30 a m
Weaks Crater/open 8 am 4 pm /fix
senior citizens' &amities
Lys WaN Group of Memorial Haprisi
Cburchr: p m /church
Fir
tallied Methodist Church events
include Nominations Committee/6 p m.
Higher Education Committee/6 30 p.m
First Christian Church esenu include
Singles Group/6 10 pm. Stewardship
meeting at homne of Darrell
McFerron/7.30 pm
.Akoholics Aftooyasous/open meeting/8
pm /American Legion Hall. South Sixth
and Maple Streets. Murray
Social Security representative/10:30
a m • 12 30 p m aIIosuay County Public
ihrary
Tuesday, Aug. 24
Late rtgistratius and payment of fees/8
Murray•Callow•y County Hospital
a m 4 30 p m /turns Center ballroom,
tioard/5 30 pm /board office.
Murray State t niversity
Adwisory Cowed* for Faritily Resource
Occupational and Health Course/8
Center/4 p m /at center at East
am /Room 14h. Collins Center. Murray
Elementary
State University Infonti:. 1181
Murray Lima Club/6 30 pm /Murray
Weather
West
Kentucky
Wormare's Club House
Museumoopen/k 30 am 4 6 pm
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter :o4 A A lig/noon/Iiukidakk
"vattoasat—Sozolatiao_ lissaessmissperx‘ 9
esitd -persons
am 130 pm
Alzheimer's Support group_ Laud Between the lakes events include
meeting/4 10 pm /board rovirn of Murray
Iron Industry/10 40 am and 1 10 pm ,
Salloaay County Hospital
Loud Preservations depending on garden
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
yields/ilorneplace. Planctrium Shivia/II
County HospitalfWal Mart at Camden.
a m . I, 2 and 1 pm Visitor Center, Deer
Tenn 19 II 39 a m and 12 10 2 30 pm
Up Close/10 a m , Snakes and Turtles/I
Prepared Childbirth ('lass/7
pm. Eagles Up CIosel2 pm, Red
pm./Murray Calloway County Minimal
Wolves/3 pm /Nature Center
Story Hours will not he held at Calloway
Singles Organisational Sourly i5053/1
County Public I 'Nary today
pm /Chamber of Comnirrce Info/Jeanne.
'CA 0224 or I Ind& 43' 4414
Ladies Sight ai Murray C.iuniry Club/5
pm for golf and dinnri" pm
Ringo/7 pm /Knights 01 Columbus
building
Vivra, TOPS Club Kentosky
int
p
Pre chvicysen
750 9464

Ladies at club
plan activities
on Wednesday
atit

Overeaters i..)onymous Wednesday

I.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Aug. 25. at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested
persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all walks of life
who meet in order to help solve a common problem --- compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating
compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program.
There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins and no diets.

Art Guild open during week
Murray Art Guild is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday and from 6 to 9 p.m. on Thursday. Patricia Clark,
president, urges all interested persons to visit the Guild at 103 North
Sixth St., Murray, duringe-hours.

Ladies Night on Tuesday
Ladies Night at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday. Aug. 24. The
dinner consisting of lasagna, salad and dessert for 55.50 per person will
be served at 7 p.m. Reservations must he made by Monday night by calling 753-6113. A golf scramble will start at 5 p.m.

AARP meeting on Tuesday
Robert M. Korolevich M.D. will talk about "Arthritis and Its Treatment" at a meeting of Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American
Association of Retired Persons at Holiday Inn on Tuesday. Aug. 24, at
noon. All members and interested persons are invited to attned.

"MI!

No Story Hours for two weeks
No Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Aug. 24 and 25 and Aug. 31 and Sept. 1, according to Sandy Linn,
youth services director for the library. The events arc being cancelled for
these two weeks to allow planning for fall and winter programs. Story
Hours will resume on Sept. 7 and 8. Interested persons desiring more
information on Story Hours may call the library at 753-2288.

lir

Need Line needs school supplies
"School supplies arc still needed to help needy children as they begin
their schocil year," said Kathie Gcntry, executive director of MurrayCalloway County Need Line Association. Need Line has already this
year helped 124 families for a total of 250 children in grades, kindergarten through high school. Gentry said "we can use all kinds of school supplies, but we are especially low in the following areas: markers, scissors,
glue and back packs." Also persons may make a monetary donation
dcsignated for school supplies. These may be taken to the Need Line
Office On the lower floor of Weaks Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United Way Agency.
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Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
Aug. 25.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Ada Roberts and Crystal
Parks as hostesses.
Pairings will be made at the
tee.
The club hostessed the Tri
State Ladies Golf Tournament on
Wednesday, Aug. 18.
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Tee 1 - Mary Bogard. Betty Scott
Edith Garrison and Rebecca West.
Toe 2 - Tonta Fite. Margaret Shut,
tett Louise Lamb and Rebecca Irvan
Ti. 3 • Betty Jo Purdom. Freda
Steely Billie Cohoon and Sadie
Fulton
Teo 4 - Betty Stewart, Toni Hopson
Rowena Cullom and Beth Belote.
Ti. S - Inus Orr. Mary O'Day. Peg
gy Shoemaker and Ann Brown:
Ti.6- Betty Lowry Veneta Sexton
Frances Richey and Patty Claypool
Ti. 7 - Evelyn Jones. Diane Villa
nova. Laverne Ryan and March Sue
Ryan.

Winners of play on 'Wednesday, Aug. 18, have been released
by Faira Alexander and Sue Costello, hostesses, as follows:
Medalist - Freda Steely and
Mary O'day tied;
Second flight winner - Betty
Scott:
Third flight winner - Peggy
Shoemaker;
Fourth flight winner - Rebecca
West:
Low putts - Edith Garrison

But it
is the
:nt for

Members of the 1993 graduating class at Kld's Komer Child Care Center, Inc., were, from left, S.A.M. Schneiderman, Matthew Wells, Tony
Wells and Marcy Boggess Not pictured Is David Robertson. This group
started out H toddlers at the school with Dana Campbell, owner
director. Each one was presented a diploma and gift
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Club will 1)1.1 golf and
Wednesday, Aug. 25.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m
For reservations and cancellation.
call Toni Hopson.
A four-person golf scraniblc
will be played at 9 a.m. with
Nancy Haverstock and Laverne
Ryan as hostesses.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. If a'per,
son is unable to play. please call
one of the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:

Cl',

ephew,
ified to

Tuesday, Aug. 24

Masday, Aug. 23

11411,

• Call Today for an Appointment •

Harry Allison
Lance Allison
•
GO

Ky. Oaks Mall - Paducah
443-1331
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SPORTS
Mickelson
Nicklaus-like
In third win

,

CASTLE ROCK. Colo.
(AP) — They are inevitable,
these comparisons to a young
Jack Nicklaus.
Is that fair/ Perhaps not. But
Phil Mickelsoo keeps inviting
them with his play.
The 23-year-old left-bander
ran away with the International on Sunday. becoming the
youngest player since Nicklaus
to win three PGA Tour events.
Mickelson recorded nine
birdies and two bogeys —
worth 16 points under the
modified Stableford scoring
system used in this unique
event — and finished with a
tournament-record 45 points.
That was eight points better
than runner-up Mark Calcavecchia's 37 points. Phil
Blackmer was third at 33.
"He's got a huge amount of
talent." Calcavecchia said of
Mickelson. "With his game,
he can be very, very explosive.
I'll give him credit for one
thing: When be gets a chance
to win, he knows how to do it.
He's not afraid of anybody.
He's a great player."
"It's a great compliment to
be compared to Jack Nicklaus,
but there is never going to be
another Jack Nicklaus." Mickelson said. "He's the greatest
player of all time, and I don't
think there will ever be
another player of tbat
caliber."
He began the day with a
three-point lead over Blackmer
and momentarily fell back into
a tie when Blackmer birdied
the first hole and Mickelson
bogeyed.
But Mickelson ran off four
straight birdies, chipping in
from 20 feet on the second
hole to start the string, while
Blackmer bogeyed three holes
in a row, and Mickelson's lead
was 8 points.

Huskies sacked by NCAA
By T1111 KLASS
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE — Don James was a
victim of a get-the-Huskies mentality in the Pacific-10 Conference, not a quitter, as far as his
football players and coaching
successor at the University of
Washington are concerned.
The school president says he
can't rule it out, either.
James never made that accusation Sunday when he resigned
over penalties imposed by the
Pacific-10 Conference for violating NCAA rules — a two-year

James quits in protest
ban on postseason play, reductions in scholarships and loss of
S1.4 million in television
revenue.
Nonetheless, "it's an inevitable conclusion that you have to
draw when you look at the penalties," acting head coach Jim
Lambnght told reporters as all
four team co-captains nodded in
agreement.
'This sort of a ruling, this sort

ST. LOUIS — A big day
helped ease the pain of another
lost season for Eric Davis.
Davis homered, doubled and
made the defensive play of the
game in left field in support of
Ramon Martinez's four-hitter as
the Los Angeles Dodgers completed a three-game sweep of the
fading St. Louis Cardinals with a
3-0 victory Sunday.
Davis is batting only .233 after
offseason surgery on his left
wrist, hand and shoulder, but he's
hit in six of his last seven games,
has 13 RBIs in his last 19 games
and finished the trip 6-for-16. He
will be a free agent after this sea-

)

By WENDY LANE
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO — Before
the opening of their three-game
series tonight, the San Francisco
Giants sent two messages — one
subtle and one not so subtle — to
the pursuing Atlanta Braves.
The subtle message: they're
relaxed. Manager Dusty Baker
took some of his players fishing
for salmon on San Francisco Bay
after Sunday's game. The outing
was planned even before the
Giants' dramatic 7-6 victory over
the Florida Marlins.
The not-so-subtle message:
Robby Thompson's two-out, tworun homer in the bottom of the
ninth off one of the league's best
closers, Bryan Harvey. Coming
on a 1-2 pitch, it provided a surge
of momentum for San Francisco
heading into tonight's NL West
showdown.
"We hope they (the Braves)
were watching," Baker said.
And sure enough, the Braves
kept pace, beating Chicago 4-3 at

Wrigley Field. But baseball's
best team since the All-Star break
knows it needs little short of a
sweep at Candlestick Park to stay
in the race and preserve a shot at
its third consecutive National
League pennant.
"We have to go there, we have
to win some games and leave
there and win some more games
after that," said Atlanta manager
Bobby Cox, whose team plays
San Francisco six times in 11
days.
Since the break, Atlanta is
26-10, buoyed by a recent ninegame winning streak and the July
20 acquisition of Fred McC;riff
from the San Diego Padres. Trailing by 10 games on July 22, the
Braves pulled within 6V2 on
Tuesday, the closest they've been
since June 17.
"It's just that they're the
world's team right now," Barry
Bonds said. "To be able to hold
off that kind of team is an
accomplishment."
II See Page 7

son and he's hoping to convince
the Dodgers to sign him for next
year.
"I'd love to come back,"
Davis said. "I think I've made
strides to where I should come
back."
Davis' 14th home run off Bob
Tewksbury in the fifth broke up a
scoreless game.
He helped Martinez out of his
only jam in the third inning, making an over-the-shoulder catch at
the warning track on Bernard
Gilkey's liner with runners on
first and second and none out.
"I've always had the ability to
do more than one thing," Davis
said. "Some guys get down when
they don't hit, but when I don't

hit I make sure nobody else gets
a hit. I'm playing excellent
defense like I always have,"
Martinez (9-8) continued his
strong second half, and he finally
had something to show for it. He
had been 1-4 in his first seven
starts since the All-Star break
despite a 2.63 ERA, and the victory was his first since July 15.
Martinez struck out six, getting
fifth-place hitter Ray Lankford
four times, and walked two for
his team-leading third shutout
and fourth complete game.
Since the break, the Dodgers
were shut out once, scored two
runs three times and three runs on
three occasions for Martinez.

Red Sox starting to falter
The Associated Press
It's starting to look like
another sad September at Fenway
Park.
The Red Sox were 13 games
out of first place on June 20, and
then went on a run that resulted
in a first-place standing on July

23 in the AL East. Apparently it
was all a tease.
Reggie Jefferson's run-scoring
grounder in the 11th inning gave
the Cleveland Indians a 3-2 win
Sunday over the Red Sox and
their first four-game series sweep
at Fenway Park in 33 years. Bos-

4,1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

FARM
BUREAU

ton lost nine of 12 on its key
homestand.
The loss dropped the Red Sox
six games behind first-place Toronto in the AL East.
"It was a homestand that certainly didn't go the way we
wanted it to," Red Sox second
baseman Scott Fletcher said.
The Blue Jays beat Seattle
12-7 to take a one game lead in
the East over the New York
Yankees, a 7-0 loser to Kansas
City. Baltimore fell 11-4 to Texas
to drop 51/7 games behind
Toronto.
Kenny Lofton led off the llth
with a single and went to third on
a double by Jim Thome off Ken
Ryan (4-1). Lofton scored as Jefferson grounded to first.
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Three things Mike Mika did
on his summer vacation:
I). TOOK LONG, PEACEFUL WALKS IN THE
COUNTRYSIDE.
("Yeah, well, my handicap
is pretty low. ... Well, about a
3. But I can't play to it! ... I
don't care what people heard!
It's a fact! All they got to do
is play with me).
2). WATCHED A LOT OF
FILMS.
("A lot. ... Football? What
else? ... I've got the same
setup I had when I was coaching. I've got tO`stay in tune
with what's goinion in the
league to be able to let other
people know. ... Otherwise,
what you thought you know,
you might know any more").

JIM
LITKE
AP Columnist

Assoziatee Press Ns photo
Washington's Mark Rypien had a solid performance, but the Redskins
offense didn't in an exhibition win over Pittsburgh Sunday.

Redskins-Steelers
game non-offensive
By MICHAEL FLAN
AP Sports Writer
The Pittsburgh Steelers had an
excuse for playing an unproductive offensive game. Their starting quarterback was out with an
injury. What was Washington's
excuse?
The Redskins, on Reggie
Brooks' 4-yard TD run early in
the fourth quarter, were able to
generate just enough offense to
come away with a 10-3 exhibition victory Sunday night at
Three Rivers Stadium.
Playing without starting quarterback Neil O'Donnell, who sat
with elbow tendinitis, the Steelers
(2-2) were limited to a 43-yard
Gary Anderson field goal in the
second quarter. They victimized
themselves with inopportune
penalties and fumbled twice near
the end zone.
Washington starter Mark
Rypicn, the 1991 Super Bowl
MVP, had impressive numbers
Sunday with little to show for
them. He was 13 of 21 for 97
yards in 2'/2 quarters but never
drove the Redskins (2-1) into
scoring range after Chip Lohmiller's 47-yard field goal on the
opening drive. Rypicn is 29 of 44
for 310 yards, one touchdown
and one interception in three
exhibitions.
"Our execution was a little off

and we had some breakdowns,
but we played a real good team,"
Rypien said. "We didn't score
many points, so we're not pleased
with that."
Washington's first-team
offense has generated only 13
points in its last two exhibitions,
including a 19-10 loss to Miami
on Aug. 14.
"We can't turn the ball over
and expect to win, because that's
where games are won or lost,"
Tomczak said. "They're very
physical and so are we, and it
was a challenge going against a
defense as good as theirs."
Pittsburgh reserve running
back Warren Williams was called
for being illegally downfield on a
punt early in the fourth quarter, a
penalty that cost the Steelers 20
yards in field position.
In Saturday's games. Seattle
crushed San Francisco 30-0;
Houston beat Dallas 23-20,
Cleveland beat the Los Angeles
Rams 21-10, Tampa Bay routed
Buffalo 32-12, the New York
Giants edged the New York Jets
14-13, Kansas City outlasted
Minnesota 27-20, Philadelphia
outscored Atlanta 37-20, and San
Diego edged Phoenix 10-3.
Monday night's matchup has
Chicago visiting New Orleans.

Tampa's Munoz done for good
TAMPA, Fla.(AP) — This time, Anthony Munoz says his career
is over for good.
One of the finest offensive linemen in NFL history retired for the
second time in nine months on Sunday, sidelined by a torn rotator
cuff in his right shoulder.
Influenced, in part, by the salaries unrestricted free agents were
receiving this spring, Munoz changed his mind about leaving the
game after 13 years with the Cincinnati Bengals and signed a oneyear contract worth about 51.1 million with the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers.
The 11-time Pro Bowl selection was injured making a tackle
after a fumble during Saturday night's exhibition game against the
Buffalo Bills and concluded it's time to get on with life after
football.
L .
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Thompson's home run
gives Giants momentum
in series with Braves

Martinez, Davis stop Cards
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

of a statement, is completely
unjust," he said, "and I know
how strong our coaches feel
about it, and I can only help — at
this point — convey the deep
sadness that we have, the deep
emotional state that we're all in
as far as his resigning and his
allegiance that is so deserved
from us, because he ran a very
clean program."
In a later teleconference with

reporters from an undisclosed
vacation site, university president
William P. Gerberding said he
tried in vain to convince fellow
Pac-I0 school chief executives
that the punishment was excessive. The vote was 9-0 with Gerberding barred from voting.
The discussion offered no clue
to the motivation, he said.
"The unaminity behind the
seventy — it puzzles me," Gerberding said. "I wish 1 knew the
answer to that question."

New Mike,
behind mike
is the same

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

3). GOT MORE IN TOUCH
WITH HIS FEELINGS.
("I'm not mad at anybody. I
had a great run. Football was
my whole life, pretty much,
for the last 32 years. But not
anymore. At this point, I really
don't miss it. ... Of course,
opening day might go by and
I'll realize I miss the heck out
of it. Or that first week will go
by and I'll start wondering
what the heck I've done!").
Some people never change,
,
which is why it's hard to get''
too much of Ditka. He is still a .
wonderful bundle of contradictions, friction and comedy and
plain talk sparking off him in
every direction.
It will be a couple more
weeks before a button-downed
Mike pops up on your screen
every Sunday behind a desk as
the centerpiece of NBC's
revamped "NFL Live." But
no one should have any trouble recognizing him. He'll be
the ornery one. The guy who
looks like he's going through
withdrawal.
His official title will be
"studio analyst," but Ditka
figures that means he can do
or say pretty much whatever
he wants, whenever he wants.
Which is pretty much what
he's always done: been Mike.
And NBC is gambling a large
chunk of money that will be
enough to sack former Steelers
quarterback Terry Bradshaw
and "The NFL Today" in the
scramble for ratings.
In a recent telephone interview from his suburban Chicago home, the former Bears
coach sounded tanned, rested
and ready, as excitable and as
opinionated as ever, often
reversing field in the span of a
few sentences.
When he formally took the
job last April, Ditka told
reporters that a sabbatical of
still-to-be-determined length
from the sidelines might actually make him see the game
better. Then again, he might
just have been busting chops:
"Maybe when you're sitting
on your butt," Ditka said at
the time, "your mind's working better."
Still, he said nothing that's
happened in the nearly four
months since has caused him
to change that opinion.
II See Page 7
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High school soccer kicks off Tuesday
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Local high school soccer teams will open up play this week. The
Murray High Tigers and Lady Tigers will host St. Mary's on Tuesday, with girls action starting at 5 p.m. and the boys kicking off at
7 p.m. The Murray boys then visit Bowling Green on Saturday,
while the Lady Tigers will host Madisonville Thursday evening at
6 p.m. The Calloway County Laker: and Lady Lakers will visit
Heath for a 4 p.m. doubleheader Tuesday, before hosting St.
Mary's in a home doubleheader at 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Youth Baseball Association sets meeting
The Youth Baseball Association annual public meeting scheduled for Aug. 23 has been rescheduled for Monday, Aug. 30. The
meeting will be held at 7 p.m. in the Barkley Room in the Cuiris
Center. The main purpose of the meeting is to adopt organizational
plans for the 1994 summer baseball season.

Falwell Tournament raises $5,600
The 8th Annual Jeanne Falwell Memorial Tournament on Aug.
20 at the Oaks Country Club was beneficial to both the Kentucky
Leukemia Society and four area golfers. With a two-man scramble
format, Shaun Kern and Jesse Rooker won the men's division with
a 62. Jennifer Crouse and Cyndi Porter took the women's division
with a 71.
Over 114 golfers participated in the tournament, which raised
55,600. The tournament was co-sponsored by Murray Life Underwriters Association and the Oaks.
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"The main things I wanted
Was TO cut down on travel and not
be speaking to coaches. 1 didn't
want to be close to the games. I
wanted to see what they're like
from a distance. I wanted to stay
away for at least a year and see
how that felt.
"Maybe I'll stay away for the
rest of my life," he said. "Maybe I won't. But that was my
thinking for this year."
Two things viewers will find
out about Ditto quick:
— He is still very loyal to the
fraternity. "I'm not a rumor guy,
a gossip guy. But if other people
bring something up, sure, we'll
discuss it.
"I can be very informative. ...
But it's not like there's going to
be a scoop every minute ... just
because there won't be! That
stuff's overrated, anyway.
"Everybody thinks they have
one all the time and I just don't
see it that way. I mean, how
many scoops can there be?"
— One reason he is loyal has
to do with the fact that he, like
several other coaches-cum-studio
analysts at NBC, would not be
averse to returning to his former
profession. Then again, maybe
not.
"I really don't know what the
future holds and there's no use in
predicting. But see, people don't
understand that about me. What's
beyond my control I don't worry
about.
"What I do worry about is
people judging me with the
thought that I'm just trying to get
back into the game. If the opportunity comes up to do it my way,
I'd probably take a shot ...
"Of course," he added a
moment later, "it wouldn't
bother me if I never had the
chance to do it again."

LtUDKUM,
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The last- two seasons, the
Braves have been powerful in the
second half, making up a
WA -game deficit in 1991 to overtake the Dodgers. Any other year,
their play would have made a
tight race of it, but San Francisco
hasn't exactly faltered, going
24-11 since the break to move to
42 games over .500.

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
Insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs,
ontact:

FROM PAGE 6
Only when James addressed
the team after workouts Sunday
morning did players and coaches
learn the penalties.
James wept afterward, and
there wasn't a dry eye among his
listeners, Lambright said.
"We're trying to deal today
with a death in the program. It's
a day of mourning," he said.
"Today's a day to- hurt."
"Coach James has been like a
father image for all of us," center Jim Nevelle said.
California coach Keith Gilbertson, a former assistant to James,
and Oregon athletic director and
coach Rich Brooks issued statements of regret from their
campuses.
"He was my mentor and I
learned an awful lot from him. I
think it's a sad day for football
when. Abe sport loses •a person
with as much integnty as Don
James," Gilbenson said.
"I'm stunned by Don's decision," Brooks said. "The coaching profession has lost an ethical,
hard-working and outstanding
football coach. I'm sure he was
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Gerberding took pains to dismiss a suggestion that, considering his stated misgivings about
the overshadowing of the
school's academic mission by
athletics, he was not "truly 100
percent disappointed."
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We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore
For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric

"Oh, indeed I am," he said.
"I am a Don James fan. I feel
personally and institutionally
indebted to him, and I am very
disappointed that he has decided
to resign."
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frustrated by the sanctions.
"I just hope he hasn't made a
hasty decision."
Washington athletic director
Barbara Hedges and Gerberding
said they tried in vain to talk
James out of quitting.
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Visit to public gardens
enjoyable while traveling
Whenever I travel, I like to
find gardens to visit. We are fortunate to live within a day's drive
of many cities that have very nice
public gardens.
Quite a few people I know
have headed to Memphis this
summer for reasons as diverse as
to sec the Napoleon exhibit or to
commemorate the 25th anniversary of Elvis' death. Whatever
your reason for going to Memphis, if you are interested in gardens, there are two in the city
that you won't want to miss.
The first one is the Memphis
Botanical Garden. It is fairly
young as botanical gardens go.
and much of the master plan
remains to be implemented. Even
So, there are many very nice gardens within this botantical
garden.
The rose garde* is one of the
best I've seen, and continues to
be year to year. Old roses and
David Austin roses are planted
along the perimeter, while hybrid
teas and floribundas fill in the
center.
What most interested me on a
recent visit was the abundance of
swollen, blushing hips on the
rosa gallica — a type of rose that
has been cultivated for centuries.
I just might have to add that one
to my garden next year.
The botantical garden also
includes an herb garden, a vegetable garden, a walled "sensory"
garden and a Japanese-style
garden.
You'll recognize the Japanese
garden because it has all the
requisite elemt.,Its — a lake,
bridge, a tea house and even koi
for the kids to feed.
Now to move on to the second
garden in Memphis I would suggest you visit. It is the Dixon garden which surrounds the Dixon
gallery. The property was originally a privately .held estate
belonging to the Dix-on family.
It amazes me that people actually lived there and had opportun-

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker

Under. provisions of the budget deficit reduction bill signed
into law by President Bill Clinton. cigarette manufacturers will
be forced to pay stiff penalties for importing more than 25
percent of the tobacco they use in cigarette production.
"Manufacturers purchasing more than 25 percent of their
tobacco from foreign sources will be subject to a penalty of
75 percent of the average market price of U.S. .burley and flue
pound from the
cured tobacco and will be required to buy
burley pool and 1 4
pound from the flue cured pool for every
1
pound of imported tobacco used in excess of the 25 percent
limitation," said Will Snell, extension agricultural economist with
the University of. Kentucky College of . Agriculture
In addition. he
the law requires that' U.S. tobacco companies pay the same budget deficit assessment and no-net cost
fees on imported tobacco that domestic growers pay.
The new law also extends the 10 percent maximum annual
quota reduction for the next three years, which Snell said "will
likely suggest a quota reduction of more than 10 percent next
year.
In the short term, the amount of burley tobacco imported
should decline from the current 30 to 35 percent to less than
15 percent, Snell said.
"This will have the tendency to stabilize our burley quotas a
few years down the road. Without the legislation, we could
have seen burley quotas down some 20 to 25 percent by the
mid-1990s," Snell said.
During the longterm, however, U.S. cigarette manufacturers
may choose to move export production of cigarettes off shore
to take advantage of cheap, foreign tobacco. Snell said.
. "In addition, by restricting imports into the United States, the
international burley market will be saturated with cheap foreign
tobacco, which may hinder our ability to expand leaf exports,"
he said.

ity to experience this garden
every day.
Imagine if you will, waking up
and walking out on your terrace
to look out on a neatly-clipped
lawn, bordered on either side by
a solid wall of trees.
The expanse of green grass is
only slightly interrupted by a
bnght splash of red, provided by
some cardinal flowers blooming
in a little creek that transverses
the lawn.
- Your- eye is- drawn-further -onby the borders of treei. and there
against a backdrop of dark green,
is a statue of Europa and the
Bull. A pretty nice setting for
your morning cup of tea.
The rest of the garden is just as
impressive. Walking through a
shady corridor !,ou turn a corner,
and there- in.. the distang_e is
Aphrodite 'rising up out of a sea
of green.
Or you can stand at the top of
a gently terraced hillside where
each level almost exactly replicates the other, so that the view
seems endless, like looking into a
mirror. with another mirror.
The gardcn draws you from
Area farmers and agribusinessone green hall to the next, and
pres,mits its ,,-snders quietly. This men are invitee to attend a cro,
t 4 I-, tr. , Tuc
rodu ina to,
')is • 'II I. ii. , .
ith hi
flashy displays of flowers. It has day, Aug. 24, sponsored by the
form, substance and clear lines of. Calloway County Young and
Adult Farmer Program.
sight.
The Memphis Botanical GarThe tour will begin in the parkden is located at 750 Cherry Rd.,
and .the Dixon Gallery and Gar- ing lot of Homeplace Restaurant,
dens is located at 4339__Park Ave.. where bus transportation will be
in Memphis. Both gardens are-=iovided. The group will travel to
closed on Mondays, and don't the John and Randy Tucker Farm
open until the afternoon on at Kirkscy for a look at the first
Center Pivot Irrigation System to
Sundays.
be installed in Calloway County.
The system is watering 150 acres

MUMS

Hundreds & Hundreds of MUMS
Different Colors!Varietit's
Come See Us
At
Instant
Krazy Glue
2 gm .is

Cigarette manufacturers
face stiff import penalties

909 Coldwater Rd.
753-6986

Farmers, agribusinessmen invited
to attend crop production tour

Breeding earlier may aid in pregnancy rate
Farmers who begin to breed
their beef cows after the traditional recommended May 20
start-up date may be hurting
themselves in the pocketbook.
By starting the breeding program a month earlier, University
of Kentucky research suggests
farmers may achieve a significantly higher pregnancy rate
among their cattle herds which
grate fescue pastures.
"Two years ago, we began to
notice poor breeding rates across
the state," said Roy Burris, extcn-
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of white corn', and soybeans.
The group will visit the soy:an vane -, plots, herbicide plot:;
and corn variety plots. All the
plots will later be harvested and
yield results will be available.
A sponsored dinner meal will
follow the tour at the Homeplace
Restaurant.
Area farmers.are encouraged to
attend the tour. For more information, contact Johnnie Stockdale, young and adult farmer
instructor at the Calloway County
High School Agriculture Department at 753-5479.

Legal Mumbo Jumbo: Prices are plus Tax, Title, License & Doc Fee.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PEPPERS
2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

1993 Recipient of Chrysler Corporations Highest Honor

sion beef specialist with UK's
College of Agriculture. "We
noticed that most cows were
being bred earlier or they weren't
conceiving at all."
So Burris looked at 10 years of
data on weather patterns and
found that after June 20, the
weather typically hovered over
90 degrees. Temperature that
high apparently interferes with
cattle re-breeding, especially for
cattle feeding on high endophyte
fescue.
"Kentucky has 5 million acres
of fescue," Burris said. "Most of
it is the high cndophyte fescue
type. We're not going to get rid
of it, so we may have to learn to
live with it. Earlier breeding is
one way to do that."
Last year, Burris conducted a
study on UK's herd at its
research and education center in
Princeton.
"We started our breeding program a month earlier on April 20,"
he said. "From April 20 to May
20, we had 17 of 21. Then from
June 20 on, we had eight of 16,
only 50 percent, of our cows successfully re-bred. That certainly
supports my thesis that an earlier
beginning to the breeding program is better."
Why would a farmer not want
to begin his breeding program
earlier?
"Many people don't want their
cows to calve in February
because it's cold," Burris said.
"My feeling is that February is
really not that much colder than
March and it might be less muddy which would be an advantage
during calving time."
February is also a less busy
month for most farming activities
which would be an advantage.
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This Land is Our Land-ProtectItThrough

CONSERVATION
CALLOWAY COUNTY CONSERVATION
DISTRICT'S ANNUAL REPORT
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1993
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A soil erosion simulation experiment is being demonstrated by Donna Gilland, Soil Conservationist with
SC_Sao_agroup ofstudents who attended Earth Day
Activities at Wal-Mart's parking lot. The Earth Day
Program was co-sponsored by Murray State University's Center for Environmental Education and the
Area Recycling Committee on April 23 and 24.
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Several cattle panel structures were installed this
past yearfor the first time in Calloway County. This
is a new type of erosion control practice that works
similar to rip-rap,gabions,and pipe drop structures
at outlets ofgrass waterways and diversion ditches.
In many cases this practice takes up less space and is
usually less expensive to install. (left to right) Tripp
rrhes is shown standing at the edge of his newly
constructed cattle panels with rip-rap along with
.§hea Sykes,Soil Conservation Technician with SCS,
and Harry Underwood, dozer operator.
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Stopping deep gully erosion can be controlled by
installing rip-rap grade stabilization structures like
this one at the outlets of grass waterways and
diversion ditches. J.T. Tidwell(center)isstanding in
the center of his rip-rap structure with (left) Scott
Wildharber, Student Trainee with SCS, and (right)
Shea Sykes,Soil Conservation Technician. This past
year eighteen grade stabilization structures were
installed.

The District has completed its 44th year of operation as organized under the
Kentucky Revised Statutes. Its purpose is to plan and carry out a program of
development and to use those renewable natural resources of land, water,
woodland, and wildlife for the best interest of everyone in Calloway County.
— Toassist hi-ca rrying out-the InstriaprOgraM,a memorandum atiirlderStanding
is in effect with the USDA Soil Conservation Seri ice ISCS)in furnishing technical
help. This technical assistance is in the persons of Steve Alcott, District
Conservationist, Donna Gilland, Soil Conservationist, Scott Wildharber, Summer
Student Trainee and Shea Sykes, Soil Conservation Technician. Individuals who
donated several hours of their time as Earth Team volunteers were David Grayson
and Traci Bratcher.
Emphasis has been placed on a balanced soil and water conservation program in
planning and application. Through the technical assistance of Soil Conservation
Service the following womplishatents were made: 572 landowners and operators
were assisted With planning and application to their land. 310 landowners applied
one or more conservation practices. 43 new cooperators were added. and 45
structural referrals were SCr% iced for ASCS's Conservation Programs.Some of the
conservation practice installed in the county during the year were: no-till, minimum
tillage. conservation cropping systems, parallel strip cropping, contour farming.
crop residue management, pasture and hayland planting, • wildlife habitat
management, tree planting, woodland improvement, ponds, diversion ditches,
grass waterways. pipe drop and grade stabilization structures.
Since the beginning of the Food Security Act,approximately 1.580 conservation
plans consisting of 2.225 tracts have been prepared on 93.000 highly erodible land
acres. Eighteen conservation plans ofoperation were prepared for the conservation
reserve program with ASCS for program year 1993.
The District also has a memorandum agreement with the Kentucky Department
of Natural Resources and Env ironmental Protection. Div ision of Conservation.
Through this program, the district shares in the financial aid for office assistance
and a resolving fund for heavy equipment.
The Calloway County."Fiscal t:owl has been valuable in assisting,* he financing of
the district program.from this support, plus the direct aid, the district was able to
maintain program operation and to help cover the cost of Joanne Windsor,
Administrative Secretary and part time Soil Consery ation Technician, John
Clendenon. Additional help was provided by the West Kentucky. Private Industry
Comicil and the Department for EnqiloYment Services thru the Summer Youth
Employment Program with Wendy Thompson.
During the year, the district sponsored a Conservation Awards program.
Conservation poster and essay winners. master conservationist. outstanding.
cooperator, and other honor award winners were recognized .and "awards were
presented.The district assisted the Calloway County Young Farmers Association in
sponsoring a public meeting on new env ironmental issues as they pertain to
agriculture. Assistance was provided to Murray State University's Soil and Water
•Engtiteering class with a conservation tour and by providing engineering training
with survey equipment. Soil judging plaques for the Calloway County future
Farmers of America Soil Judging Contest were pros ided by the district. For two
kindergarten classes at Robertson Elementary School, an outdoor demonstration
about erosion and proper conservation treatment was presented. Assistance. was
provided to Southwest: Elementary_ in making improvements by adding an
amphitheater to their outdoteclassroom. The district _cooperated with Murray
Mite University's Ceriterifor the Envirimmental Education arid the Area Recycling
committee with a soil erosion control demonstration booth -during Earth Day
activities. Soil Stewardship materials were pros ided' to some churches and
bookmarks to the local library for the nationw ide observance of Soil Stewardship
Week.The district purchased and distributed over 2,000 freest() the general public
with the help of the Calloway County High School's Agriculture Department and
the Kentucky Division of Forestry.
The District wishes to express its appreciation to all who helped to make this a
successful year in soil and water conservation: the Soil Conservation Service(SCS)
for furnishing technical assistance. the Kentucky Division of Conservation and
Calloway County Fiscal Court for financial aid, the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS) for cost sharing on conservation practices; the
Extension Service, Calloway County Young Farmers Association, and the Farm
BureliiirTederation for educational help; The Murray Ledger and Times for
publishing news articles; local radio stations for news releases; Farmers home
Administration; Kentucky Division of Forestry; Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife; Murray State University Agricultural Department; Murray and Calloway School systems and teachers. the Department for Emplityment Services,
chemical and fertilizer conipanies, agribusinesses, local banks, civic clubs, and
Churches of the county.
The report respectfully submitted by the Calloway County Conservation District
Supervisors.

No-till planting of corn or soybeans in crop residue
stops severe soil erosion, helps provide more water
infiltration, and helps hold moisture in the ground
during the growing season. Ike Allbritten is shown
examining his previous wheat crop residue while he
is planting no-till soybeans near Cherry Corner.
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(Right)David Grayson,farm managerfor Terry and
Patricia Wilson is shown above standing in the
channel of Wilson's newly constructed diversion
ditch while Scott Wildharber, student trainee with
SCS,is standing on the diversion ridge. This 500 ft.
practice is located on the Wilson's farm west of
Crossland. Diversion ditches are a conervation
measure that diverts water from causing severe soil
erosion. Practices similar to the one described above
for erosion control are available for cost-share thru
ASCS with technical assistance provided by SCS
I .'""4".̀g.`""'"•;--.,-

(Center) Shown above is Arlo Reck,Calloway County
Conservation District supervisor, receiving the Goodyear Honor Award for the district from (right)Rick
Evans with Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company at
the Kentucky Association for Conservation District's
convention in Owensboro.Ky. This award wasgwen
to the district along with several other districts in Ky
on the basis of accomplishments in soil ,and water
conservation for the past program year.
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James Wisehart is Shown standing in his newly
constructed grass waterway that's located south of
Bakers Crossroads. This is one of several erosion
control practices for which cost sharing is callable
through ASCS and technical assistance is provided
by SCS. This past year approximately 35 acres of
grass waterways were established.

201 Johnny
Robertson Rd.

Conservation poster winners who received awards at the Calloway
County Conservation District's Annual Awards program are asfollows:
(front from left) are Elizabeth Rochelle Leggett, Murray Elementary;
Jessica Ann Cunningham, East Elementary; Joey McDaniel, North
Elementary; (back from left) Wesley Jetton Hart, Murray Middle
School; Chris Jones, Calloway Middle;and Glenn Thomas Timmons,
Southwest Elementary. A total of 205 conservation essays and 1,854
conservation posters were prepared in the county.

The Calloway County Conservation District supervi•
sors and Administrative Secretary are shown above.
(Front from left) Joanne Windsor, Administrative
Secretary; Arlo Reck, Vice-Chairman; Thomas Lee
Armstrong, SecITreas.; Mark Wilson, supervisor;
(back from left) Larry Gilbert, Chairman; Larry
Flak, supervisor; and Marty Carraway,-supervisor.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
.CONSERVATIOTISTRICT
_
-

Murray, Kentucky
753-5151
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LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of
the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Summary Financial Statement for the Calloway
County Conservation Districts for Fiscal
Year 93 may be inspected by the general
public at their office co-located with the Soil
Conservation Service at 201 Johnny Robertson Road from August 24-26 between the
hours of 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.(Calloway
County Conservation District)
rr4

Chairman - Larry Gilbert
505 Whitnell Street, Murray, KY 42071
Vice-Chairman - Arlo Reck
Route 1, Box 237, Kirksey, Ky. 42054

EXCITING' Feel Great!
Lose wet' C,ail me-find
out howl 437-4467 or
753-7262
FRAMING. Custom a
Creative by Linda Harline
Orr. (former owner of Artlines). Now at Icon An I
Frame, 200 So 4111 St, Wormy. 753-7201.
WE we now the dealer for
Globe Chairs Made in
USA Call for details English's Sewing Machine, Hwy
68 Reidlarxl. near 1-24 ext
16 1-800-599-USEW

Sec. Treas. - Thomas Lee Armstrong
Route 7, Box 446, Murray, KY 42071
Members Larry Hale
Route 1, Box 217, Dexter, Ky. 42036
Marty Carraway
Route 4, Box 259, Murray, Ky. 42071
Mark Wilson
Route 3, Box 182A, Murray, Ky. 42071
The board of supervisors meeting is held on
the third Monday night of each month at
7:00 p.m. in the Conservation office.

WHITE male. 42. honest.
sincere. seeks'smile companion to love and cherish
PO Box 5412. Mayfield, KY
42066

MI Found •
$50 REWARD for the retum of a forest green LIZ
Clarbome purse I cantons left at Kroger at night
on August 17th No cluesSons asked 753-0958

INVITATION
TO BID
Murray Calloway
Parks
County
Board will accept
bids to resurface its
three
swimming
pools.

NEED babysitter Thursday
7 30am-2pm
Call
753-7192

Cain's Chrysler Jeep
Eagle needs a technician to perform general mechanic work on
all makes of vehicles
Experienced required
Apply in person
641 N. Murray

NEEDED licensed coame
tologist Set your own
hours,be your own boss
753-7275

EXPERIENCED

lead Carpenter. mainly framing.
502-437-4254
IMMEDIATE positions
iwadable. Welders di general Motors Apply in ;arson Vegan Ideal, Sedalia
Ky 328-8980.

Cain's Chrysler Jeep
Eagle needs diesel
technician to perform
on
maintenance
trucks.
Apply in person, expenence required
641 N !hurray

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive Individual
with an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possew strong communication skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission,excellent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A. Murray. KY 42071

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age hmit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree information call

Specifications may
be obtained at the
Parks Department
Office, P.O. Box
224, 10th & Payne
St., Murray, KY
42071.

ATTENTION Murray.
POSTAL JOBS Start
811 41/le plus benefits For
application a into, call
1-(216)-233-9078 7am to
lOpm _7 days

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree local clam

Bids are to be returned by 3 p.m. on
Sept. 13, 1993.

021
Medea
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
reth salads. sandwiches,
.jyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1-800-649-3804

11,15.001e

MONEY for free 8 college
for nothing' Have you been
timed down for a scholarship for college or trade
school? We guarantee to
fond a student a minimum of
six sources of scholarship
fellowship funding. Send
for information: Creative
Scholarship Service. PO
Box 23784, Lexingeon, KY
40523-3784.
ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply. 753-4545.

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Paschall Truck Lines,
Inc. hiring for all office positions. Outstanding pay and
benefits. All inquiries

To:
P.O. Box 1305
Murray, KY 42071

No Phone Calls Please

EOE
ATTENTION!, Home Makers, Senior Citizens, Second Jobbers fi College Students Cablevision has several permanent part time
evening telemarketing positions available for the
Super Motivated, Goal
Oriented, High Achiever
We offer paid training, base
salary plus commission,
weekly I monthly bonuses.
departmental incentives
Cablevision, 76 N Main St.
Benton, KY 42025. EOE
Apply in person.

Attention Murray!

BABY sitter needed for 6
week girl 8 4yr old boy
Prelerrably in my home
Mon-Thur 7iirn-5pm Lynn
Grove area References required 435-4638.

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

7534199

Applications will

be administered, received
and screened by the Department of Employ-

ment Services.
An Equal

Opportunity

CAR stereo instiller, experience required. Send resume to PO Box 48. Murray, Ky 42071.
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the futire and help to get a solid
,We have 22 JOB
career
openireas for people 16 lhni
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 800am-3:00pm.
We we an EOE. This proOct it funded by eve Western Kentudiy Private Industry Council4TPA.
EARN up ID $1000 weekly
processing mail Si now,
no experience, tree supplies, free information, no
obligation. Send SASE ID
14-Lo. PO Box 3848-58.
San Angelo, Texas 7114102
EXPERIENCED afternoon
cook 1-9 shift Apply in
person at Ann's Gauntry
Kitchen in Hazel.
EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutter 436.4424

ON COLLEGE.
rhe Army can help
you gee an.edge-ue-hfe

SALES Professionals
and cam up to 530,000
for college through the ok"-654tialized Communice
tkins. Inc a long distance
Montgomery GI Hill
phone carrier, has immediPlus the Army Collegg,
ate openings for sales proPund.
fessionals in the West Ky
Here. hoe it work
area Comprehensive trainYou contribute 5100 a
ing di unlimited commission
month for the first year
plans provided Mail refrom your S753-plus
sume to 2343 Lakeway
monthly starting salary
Circle Pans, TN 38242
government then
contributes us share.
SERVICE station Neat ap513,200[mm the Mum
pearance, good work hagomery CI Bill plus
bits, able to do mechanic
515.600-from the Army
work. service autos, pump
College Fund fur a four
gas meet public Apply in
year enbstmeni
person West Main ChevArmy opporturaues
ron. 1417W Mom St. Murget better every day If
ray. KY No phone -calls
you qualify. you could
please
train in one of tZver 7.50
challenging and reuard
ing high tech skills in
fields like avionics and
electronics,satellites and
microwave c•immunii:e
11011S. CAMTiputcr and nil
dar operations-Just to
name a few.

It makes sense to earn
while you kern For
more infornsauon about
getting money for Lol
lege, call your Army Re
cruner today

901-644-9021
‘RMN.
11I 101 I t\ KV'
FULL • part time help
wanted at the animal shel
ter on East Sycamore Extended No phone calls
please Apply Tuesday. August 24 from 3prn 6 30pm
Wednesday, August 25
from 3pm 5pm or 'Mors
day, August 26 from
elpm-5prn

Employer

41:1616
Papa John's Pizza now hiring
assistant managers in Murray, Ky.
'training program provided
*vacation benefits
•in surance available
*competitive wages

Also Hiring Drivers

LAWN maintenance full
time position available CM
I leave message between
9am 5prn only 753 5726
Maley Lawn & Landscape
Service
NOW taking applications

for telemarketing sales rep
resentatives office/
warehouse personel Send
resume to PO Box 270
Murray, KY 42071
ROCK and country band
looking for lead player that
sings rock Auditions TUOS
day, August 24 at 7pm at
Dots 2 in Union City TN
For more information call
436 2701

TAKING applications for
. maintenance person Apply
Hiedale Ants, Hardin, KY
EOE

TOBACCO workers, $8
hour, experienced only
492 8364

METHODIST
%Mtn-004ST viOSPita, Ce, Mc st Nilit

AN OPPORTUNITY AWAITS R.N.S AT

METHODIST HOSPITAL OF MCKENZIE
• 7p-7a FIN Staff Nurse - E.R
• 7a-7p RN. Staff Nurse - Mod/Surg.
12 hour shirt':Ezcellàii bfitit

Contact Kathy Heath-Townsend for more
information at 352-4)62 or 352-5344
EOE

West Tennessee Manufacturing Facility has
in:
Production Supervisor: Requires familiarity
with high volume assembly techniques in
metal products industry.
Quality Foreman: Requires familiarity with
overall quality assurance techniques including S.P.C., Mil. Stds., Gocm. Tol.. etc.
Material Scheduler: Requires experience
with MRP,shop floor schedules, other modem inventory techniques.
Candidates should have 3+ years of experience in the area of application. Degree helpful
in consideration.
Send resume in confidence to:
Personnel Manager

openings

P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

US POSTAL & GOVERNMENT JOBS $23/hr plus
benefits Now hiring
1800-200-8760 24 hours
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vaction Dream
Cash PO Box 224 McKenzie TN 38201
WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers. $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe. Paris, Tn
901 642-4297 7pm-2arn

WENDYS

now hiring or
day time shift Must be able
to work weekends
Cashiers & prep people
Apply at store daily Ask for
manager Chestnut Street,
Murray
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
call
into
more
219 794 0010 ext 7159,
8am 8pm 7 days

PEPSI

111111EW
GOTTA HAVE IT
PEPSI-COLA IS A LEADER IN THE SOFT
DRINK INDUSTRY AND OFFERS EXCELLENT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN IFOR

TIES WITH POTENTIAL
VANCEMENT IN:

AD-

ROUTE SALES
CANDIDATES SELECTED WILL BE
ELIGIBLE FOR:
COMPETITIVE PAY
PAID VACATION
PAID RETIREMENT
INDUSTRY/PRODUCT STABILITY
GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE
INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED
AT PEPSI-COLA,HWY.641 N., BENTON,
KY.

n7n
Domestic
& Childcare
•

CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and experienced references Call
Linda 759 9553
I will sit with the elderly
753 4590 for information

SATURDAY, AUGUST 21, 9-11 A.M.
MONDAY, AUGUST 23, 9 A.M.-3 P.M.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26,9 A.M.-NOON
APPOINTMENT, CALL 800-8297011. MON.-FRI.8 A.M.-5 P.M., EXT.247.

FOR

*flexible hours
'must be at least 18 years
•clean driving record ft insurance

POSTAL JOBS
StanSti 41/hr •benenu

3544521
4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
11:30 sm. to 9:00 p.m. Sunday
Cloud Tuesday

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Applications must be made in person at the
office of The Department of Employment
Services, 319 South -7th Street, Mayfield,
< Kentucky, during the hours of 8:00 a.m.
until 4:30 p.m., August 23 through September 1, 1993.

Send Resumes

For applicauon & info ,call
1 (216)-233•9078 7am to
10 pm , 7 days

Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis(no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A. or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

is in the processoffilling an open position for
a financial officer.

confidential

Martha Hopper has returned
bringing you the same quality
foods, cooking and prices.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION

\
THE ARNIV
HELP VOL (4:1.
A $.30,000 EDGE

SAFEGUARD America. Inc
is taking applications for
experienced sewing machine operators Apply in
person 700 N 4th. Murray,
between 7am 3pm MonFn

Apply in perpion:

Papa John's Pizza
Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071

POSITION AVAILABLE
Social

Services

SOCIAL WORKER

Show offyour grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 11, 1993.

THERAPIST

Intensive home-based family therapist positions arc available in the Jackson Purchase
region of Western Kentucky. Pcnnyrile Allied Community Services, Inc., Family Preservation Program Therapist use a cognitive/
behavioral approach with the goal of preventing unnecessary out-of-home placement of
children and youth. This is an Intensive crisis
intervention and education program,based on
the HOMEBU1LDERS Model of Seattle
Washington.
Qualifications: A bachelors degree in the
social services field is required.
All interested applicants send letters of
application, resume and complete college
transcript to:

John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 582, 7011 S. Liberty Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42241
(502) 886-6341
Resumes must be received by 4:30 p.m.
September 3, 1993
As Equal Oppomumly Employer

-COUPON
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed).
Name of Child
Name of Grandparents

Enclosed .8700 tat picture $600 each additional picture
and stamped. eelf-addreee envelope far return of picture
a

•

Kolth II Paula Stem
Grandparents
Brenda Moore
Aubrey 1 Linda Stom
Send photo amitajijundpurnt• taunt of child
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

Bring in by September 9
(12 noon) to be published
September 11th.
•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, ICY 42071
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MONDAY,

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Shop

ALTERATIONS and re
pars Rental gowns A tuxedos Ruth s See and Saw
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 7536981
SEWING robs wanted including formal wear
753 1061

TI lit

each
$1 75
fieds
)0 ex-

laid

ad to
after

For Real
Or Lease

Farms
Fes Mkt

WESTINGHOUSE mingleMot. frost free with ice
maker 753-4738

LOT. motels home. loge
workshop, a steal
474-8702

NORTHWOoD Storage
areaway has units ova"

UP to 225 was at Coldwa
ter 753-1300 after 7pm
489 2116

Ye

WILL
home"")
CaI crisidrwl
437 4890in my

1982 QUASAR 25 cabana(
model tv in good conlion
Cal 753-2992
1985 DODGE Caravan LE.
$4800. men s3 speed tecy20" bicycle,
de. $45
$55 10 Woo aqusnum.
hat & stand $75 Al n
good condition 75.3 6684
6FT del case Toledo high
speed meat saw model
5320. 220V Globe slang
macho* cornslocii castle
oven
double
901 593 5439
ADJUSTABLE round 8 ad
justable rectangle mer
chencese display racks In
quire at Bright's 753-6258

110

Matter:don

Lyndia Cochran
Dance & Gymnastics

753-4647

APPROX 900. bricks
bundled $75 753 4848
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavaOng inc We haul top
sod gravel NI dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
CAUSE of move 2 inside
crypts in mausoleum
753-2740

i.bance cStudio
and Gymnastics
AT

COUCH $20 exercise
cycle $25 Pella double
bung window $75 Call
753-9208 afar 4pm

To Register

ELECTRIC typeiwilar with
extra ribbon 753 7797

Call 753-0605

LARGE office desk 8 chair,
$200 753-1217

2 AC daybed, Fngidaire
washer. 2 rol•way beds.
3 chest of drawers, hide abed love seat, &wig table
Oh chairs, orientel rug. ratsons* priced 7S3 1608,
750-4622 leave message

2BA Wei*. 1 mil East of
Murray $225ano with
lease & deposit 759-2570
or 753-3860

BEAUTIFUL oak king
waterbed with drawer
pedestal make offer
753-2321
BED4iving room furniture
for sale CM 753 0443
CHEST type deep freeze
antoque trunk Ethan Alien
coffee table other home
fume/wigs 753 9324

NEW condition 7'4 ton
Trans heat & as unit WI
accept bids 753-1300 el
ter 7pm 489 2116

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

ty has

Iianly
Lies in

y with
nclud., etc.
'hence
r mod-

xpcntclpful

TWIN mattress boxed
springs and trams $50 hot
tub (needs some repair)
$500 753 4908 after
5 30pm

CASH paid for good. used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.-WHEELCHAIR Ridelite
Murray
9000 hem potty seat ex
FRONT end loader tor a tended shower seat.
Ford 2000 eactor and good walker 759 4663

SINGER Ultra Light Serger
Model 14U34 4 head ex
orient condition $250
437 4697

1962 FORD 601 with new
bush hog tractor in excel
lent condition Must sal
759-9898
200
Sports

Equipaug
HOYT Easton bow to; sale
753-2235
210
Firewood

used carpeting 753 4109
JUNK air conditioners will
pock up 436 2904

Appliances

USED mattresses and box
sets, queen size bedroom
set Call 901-247-3773

KENMORE gas dryer 1 4
yrs new, make offer
435-4644

America s Second Car

Wu Duckling
Camaimomair
Locat.ons Co.-,t lo Coaa,1

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Vans
Office: 753-6910
1-300-THF-DUCK
Cars Custom

and Vans For Moving

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

CLARINET used 1 year
excellent condition Great
tor 1st yew band student
$185 435 4571
CONN trumpet $90 obo
492 8865

Doom rrprm at 6001

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south io Se Hal. Road. right on Se Hale Road 114 mow

, BE

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

JTY

E.
TED

TON,

M.
P.M.
iOON
)-829'.247.
MEM&

the
?93.

o in

cturr,
;tun.
--a

Businses
Services

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Knights of Columbus Hall

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

PO Box 1033

Murray

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday"August 28"1:00 p.m." 1993
Between Paris and Dover, Tennessee
North side of Kentucky Lake and Tennessee River at Mitchell Bay. From
Paris, take Hwy. 79 North to Dover,
cross Tennessee River at Paris Landing
State Park. Continue 2 miles; turn right
(South)onto Route 232; go 4 miles; turn
right and follow signs to Leatherwood
and Mitchell Branch Development.
WATCH FOR AUCTION ARROWS!!
GRAND OPENING AUCTION
OPENING NEWLY DEVELOPED
SUBDIVISION
20 wooded waterfront and waterview
lots in Mitchell Branch Development.
Wooded,secluded lots on beautiful blue
Kentucky Lake, Mitchell Bay area selling at Absolute Auction.
North of Danville - close to Leatherwood
area - a great fishing area joining
Westvaco 5,000-acre short creek tract
enrolled in TWRA Public Hunting Program.
Restricted to Residential Homes. All
Lets Pre-approved and Certified for
septic tanks and wells.
Tennessee Valley Authority Boat
Launching Ramp approximately one
mile South.
Representative on Grounds - Sunday,
August 22, 1993, 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Terms On Real Estate:20% down day of
auction. Balance due within 30 days
upon delivery of deed.
Free Meal Beginning At 12:00 Noon
For Detailed Brochure, Call:

Alex('ii(1e1
AUCTIONS AND IWAI. F`-• I \ I I •-• \( I
Al
,nder,
Marvin E.
Lie. No. 67, Firm la. N.,. 1/17
Strcet Phone 587-1211
Oft 2:19
:Martin. 1 enn. 3e237
Marvin Alexander 587 156A
pl. In
•.•-• • Ilao• 4 ao,1••4 ‘1,r.
!•• II 1114 Al. •asnal. r Nally
-IRMO Int. raw'loan•I Aug tong, r (h•mpaaan

Peas
Supplies
HAVE an obedent safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

PROFESSIONAL office
space for lease on or about
09,23/93 (formerly MTG
LHASA Apso 6 month old
Realty) metros 3200sqt.
with 4 private offices 9 female AK C registered
personal office areas $75 753 0607
reception/work station
PEGS Dog "Groorning
waiting area in high traffic 753 2915
-shopping center near 1.4SU
campus Murray Ky Fully PET Pot Bellied Pigs
328 8733 247 9509
carpeted, 2 bath em
ployee lounge Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center in
cludes Dollar General
Store, 3 restaurants phar
macy. retail 8 prolessional
PEACOCKS twit to full
offices 506 N 12th St Mur
grown Bantam chckens
ray 753 9469
some free all ages Pygmy
Billy goat make otter
320
753 6126
Aparansrits
Far Rent
1. 2 3BR apts furnished,
very nice some with
washer 8 dryer near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753 1252 days 753 0606
after 5pm

YELLOW delicious apples
753 7269

YELLOW Freestone
peaches Damsoms
prune plums fall apples
McKenzie Orchard
2 1BR apts Furnished/ 753 4725 or 753 9468
unfurnished $160 & $175
per month No pets Close
to campus 753 7276
COPEIAND'S

K T I and Associates otter
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 Of 436 6099
270
Mobile
Homes For Sete
10x50, BUILT in range
oven, refrigerator, 2br
Must sell First $900
759 1122
1990 14x72 FLEETWOOD
2tx. 2 bath, cathedral ceilings. custom oak cabinets,
gas & central air 753-8428
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
HOT Summer Sizzling
Sale Volunteer Homes.
Inc 'Home of the Unbeatable Dear #295 1985 2br
only $500 down, $156 per
month #235 1470 only
$9995 1275 16x80 3br,
10% down, extra neat.
$175 per month 8291 Nice
2br, only $4995 #299
Repo' 14 x80 3br. only $500
down, $189 per month
#294 Big 28x70 doublewide. only $26,995, 10%
down and $275 per month
1683 New 3br, 2 bath,
shingle roof 8 vinyl siding,
$15.995 10% down and
$165 per month We Want
Your Business" Highway
79 East Pans Tennessee
38242
LAKELAND Quality
Homes Now a time to buy
94's at 93 prices 5% down
payment to qualified buyers New 16x80 3br. $219
per mo. New 14x70 3br.
$187 per trio Now 14030
2br. $174 per mo. New
14x56 2br, $141 per mo.
Now 14x52 2br, $10,500,
Used 14x64 2br, $9995.
Used 1440 2br, $7995
Jack Thompson, Terry
Lynch, Bil Carder, 641 N.
Benton, KY 527-5253
OUR Pledge When you
compare quality, insulabon.
Oplons and set-up. you wd
fond that we wdl have tie
very best value for your
housing dollar Dinkins Mobile Homes. Inc. Hwy 79
TN
paris,
East.
1-800-642-4891 One of
the Southeast's oldest and
largest Home Centers

MU R CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

ORCHARD
Mayfield
No. Picking Red Has.
Peaches.

Apples

623-14:112

14 , ACRES 2 miles eas
of Murray connected to
East Y Subdrvision 8 Out
land School House Road 5 acres wooded 753 9822
after 5pm

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply In person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended be
tween Sam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

178 ACRES. horse or cattle
farm located south of Mur
ray near Puryeat, TN Prop
erty has lovely wooded
area, 2 ponds. fenced Nice
blacktop road frontage
$127500 MLSil 5032
Contact Kopperud Realty
TAKING applications for 753-1222
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed KOPPERUD Realty has
rooms handicap accessi
buyers waiting to purchase
bre Equal Housing Oppor
homes all price ranges If
tunity Apply Hdldale Apts
you are thinking of selling Hardin
Ky or call
Contact one of our courte
502 4.37-4113
ous and professional
UNFURNISHED 2br apt
with refrigerator range
central tea, carport No
pets Also furnished lbr
apt 753-6609

agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1984 87 OLDS Cutlass Su
preme prefer red or blue
753-1628

1985 325 E BMW 2dr
black metalic WI power
brown leather new fella*
Call
69 XXX miles
489 2704 after 6prn

CONTEMPORARY de
signed home built in 1991
wooded
Located on 5
acres in private setting
Many outstanding features
in this quality 3lar 2', bath
home almost 4000sq ft
under roof including full
basement $169950 MLS
$3605 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
$1400 492 8548

K

1988 IROC black t tope
loaded $66(X) 753 9754
1989 BUICK Regal Gran
Sport exoilient condition
high mileage all 0139ORS
rT1OOR'SUn root 15500 obo
759 9924 leave message
or -call after 5pm

FRESH on the market, 3br
1 level home with new con
tral gas heat & central
electric air extra large
rooms detached workshop
building & metal storage
building fenced backyard
surrounds large tree
shaded wooden deck
$69900 MLS #5181 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222
GREAT LOCATION 3br
2 , bath home on appro*
acre 2 miles from town
Welcoming decor Show.
by appointment 753 94'S

bath
NEW 4 5br 2
home. Finished upstairs
gives over 1800sq ft living
space single cat garage
appliances furnished Pr
iced to sell in the low $90 r.
See at 1313 Farris Avenue
or call 753 8823 atter 4pm
for appointment
NICE 2br 1 bath lake view
home full basement large
kitchen & Irving room tire
place deck garage corn
munity boat ramp L aktrwav
Shores Subdivisiori $40 s
759 2085

BY owner Beautiful
wooded lot, almost one
saw, Fairview Acres four
miles East Old Salem
Road Call 753 4423 after
WATER front home for 7pm
rent Available Sept 1st
Furnished 3br, 2 bath, IN Gatesborough
$600/mo plus deposit8 util- 90.x220 Cal 753-9662.
753-7249
ities 502-4434649

SMALL 2br house. 8 miles
from town No pets References II deposit 492-8594

icr
Fee Awe
Or Lesser

Fame
For dais

CREEKVIEW Sed-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 7594081

MUST SELL 107 acres
70% posture,all lanced No
reasonable Mier refused
354-9444 anytime

Service.
Offered

Al
all wound mowing &
tree trimming & light haul
ing Call 436-2528 ask tor
Mark

Al. AL S hauling. yard
work, tree removal, mow
ing
Free estimates
759 1683

Al TREE Service Stump
-Wiying Free
removal-and sp
1989 MERCURY Sable estimates 753 0906 after
blue excellent condition. 5pm. 759 9816, 753 0495
new transmission $5000
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
obo 759 4453
Heating, Cooling 8 Electric,
1989 TOYOTA Camry De Inc Service. sakes and in
luxe 45 XXX miles one stallabon (502) 435 4699
435 4327
owner 17500 753 1453
CAR Stereo Installation ALPHA Builders Carpert
753-0113 Sunset Boule try remodeling porches
yard Music Murray s Al roofing, concrete, drive
pine Car Audio Specialist, ways, painting. mainte
Dixieland Center 1 block nance etc Free estimates
489 2303
troni kk-,J dorms

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Line Factory trained by 3 maior
,51!)--, conversion van, -manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
ioaded exceller I condition
for Andy at The Appliance
, 80 XXX miles
$ "99'
Works 753 2455
53 426:i .
; 410

E con°

1991 DODGE Caravan ex
ce.lent condition for sale or
trade 492 8887

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER. 436 5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
ment -759 1515

Model A truck
Partially restored now
tires seats and paint Not
running has timing prob
lem Have title First $3300
takes it 753 5154 after
5Prn
1929 FORD

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways,hauling foundations
etc 759 4664
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753 4591

1968 GMC 383 Stroker
inotor 753 0680

1989 HONDA VTR 250
Sport bike low mileage
sharp 753 5718
125

$ 750

250 HONDA 4 wheeler
new tires new racks excAil
lent condition $1900 ork)
7537275
DISCOUNT parts di-per
able service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
Sat lOarn 3pm r

BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guwan
753 1134 or
teed
436 5832

CARPET and vinyl installa
lion and repairs Glen Bob
bar. 759-1247

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Speoal sizes for
MOTO* home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
eon high quality excellent
value Roy H41 759 4664

cium

Chien Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plate installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
terns. 354 8161 after 4pm
DAVID Lamb Construction
Roofing new and repairs
remodeling and additions
plumbing and electrical
7535113
DRYWALL finishing re
pairs, additions and blow
mg ceilings 753 4761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallation (502) 435 4699
435 4327
FOR all your fencing
needs Best prices in town
753 9270
GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436 2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling:- vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows, vinyl flooring
436 2052
HANDYMAN well do plumb
mg, electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596
KB ASSOCIATES Gen
oral construction remodel
mg. garages decks patios
interior trim 753 0834

1991 NISSAN 2 wheel
drive $6500 492 8548

1991 TOYOTA. 4x4 red,
22 XXX miles auto air,
aluminum wheels factory
112,995
warranty
753 1362, '599841 after
5pm Ask for Tim

CUSTOM IUTCHEN CABINET%
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNG

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

1992 GMC Sonoma
loaded V6 air Call before
2pm 753 2783

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

1993 FORD Ranger truck
color maroon with bed
liner excellent condition
753 n-14

409 SUNBURY

MURRAY (Bernd Bunny Broad,
753 5940

e
-Servic
Dial-A
,
......

You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week -(13 week minimum)

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

. ere ilectric
04111m
,utcT,.......T...,...
insured

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK

CLEANING

Commeroal & Residential • Licensed &
James C. Gellimore, Owner

• Days Piar V4/1.2(:•

1 cormed SMART r*OuSE Instal*, • .1 A.:N.V.:m.0 Insualatcar,
5 t•ome Otai40441•104,

MURRAY 753-9224
New Owner

Nick McClure

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

For All
Your
Portrait
Needs...

;AL 11:11,,:ei

And/ II S

• `WAVIDIO)e

s 7 t) 0 1 0

Specializing In Underground Storage Tank
Removal and Excavating Services
Murray, Ky. • 753-6337 or 489-2240

call U., Anytime

Commercial Waste
. v.,Disposal
.•.
1*,

Ken & Kw-en

S & S Environmental
Maintenance Contractors

Septic Tank*, Sewers & Illeiling

759-4685

753-7050

I

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
..

ALP: A BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete

All Types of Refuse. Service

work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

1-800-585-6033

489-2303

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

Associates
K.T.I. I all
your

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

Bel-Air Canter, Murray

753-2962

For
investigative needs!
(502) 753-3868

f-

C & D HOME Repairs CO
753 9669

1 A A 1 Hauling tree trim
rning tree removal clean
dig out sheds attics 8 odd
lobs Free estimates
4.36 2102 Luke Lamb

1981 FORD F250 Ranger
4.4 aluminum wheels
no* tuctS excellent condi
'.On 492 8659

.

month 759 1944

531

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair 8 custom
woodworking 753 8056

MARTIN Heights ran( r.
brick home avadahle :kra
bath open tarnilt_clirol;
kitchen" area hoc? porcr
patio 2 car garage land
scaped 1549 Whopoor
will 759 1604

1989 YZ
759 4126

BILLS Window Cleaning
Residential-'
Service
Call
Commerical
753 5934

42FT Cris Craft Romer for
sale or some trade
$27500 Twin 427 low
hours fords excellent con
436 5811 Of
dition
436 5082

1984 VW Quantum station
wagon excellent condition.
75 XXX miles 7599608

NEWLY listed wooded 26
acres in Northwest Calloway County Priced at
$37,250 MLS #5107 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222

RE'MAX Properties Ltd
NEAR USU. kachen, living Bob Perrin. Paul Dailey
room, privileges, utilities Bel Air
Center
furnished Coleman RE 502 753 SOLD
753-9898
1 80G369 5780
ROOM for rent 753-7115 ROBERTS Realty Cello
way County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For an your real
estate needs call them toat 753 1651, Syca
2BR, all electnc, house an day
and 121h St
Panorama Shores Kitchen more
with stove 8 refrigerator,
great room with wood fireplace insert. 1 bathroom,
screened in porch 8 large
deck Washer/dryer hookup available $275 per 2 ACRES wooded have
month,$275 security Clepo- cleared
753-6226
sit & lyr lease required 753-4168
Phone 753-6313 after 5pm
BUILDING lots in subdivior 842-8664
sion with limited resections
38R, 24 bath, formal LR. (no mobile homes) Some
DR, den and deck in Gates- wooded. Southwest School
borough $850/mo, lease District, natural gas. city
and deposit required No water, cablevision 3 3
pets Available Sept 1 Cal miles from city limas Fr
Brenda Skye. 753-8251
mincing available Lots as
$4500 753-58.41 or
48R. 2 bath house. 2blks low as
from university $440 per 753-1566

.411101111•4111411414.11•411••••••••-•••

1982 TRANS AM V8 auto
pa Pb. t tow new ores
7591107

BRICK home central h a
gas line city water 2br 1
bath, hardwood floors doe
bie carport large barn ap
pliances refrigerator nit
gobable $40s 492 8892

SADDLE 16" lamb good
shape $220 753-0588

Campos
1985 SPARTAN 328 Ideal
for lull time rv or college
student 759 4414

1979 LTD Ford cold air
good second car. $500
753 7209

3I3R 2 bath brick 1380sq
3Yrs old $72000 Phone
for appointment 753 3293

ROUND hay bales $15 per
roll 753-2101

AVAILABLE Sept 1 1702
Oakhill Dr Extra nice 2b1
PIANO tuning John
duplex, decorated in earth
Gottschalk 753 9600
, tone $350mo Lease de
port No pets 753 0814
YAMAHA trombone 2yrs
old brass 759 9318
FEMALE looking for room
mates)to share 3br house
$141 per person plus 4
utilities 753 6898 after
7pm

250

AD-

HORSE stalls for rent
Stable located less than
one mile from University
Exposition Center Call
Peacock Stable at
753 2101

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

1972 BUICK Electra 225
runs great. extra (Man
Must sell 492 8299

38R 1 bath large utility
siding garage 1 7 acres
great location $45 000
Call evenings 527 0686

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-,4109

KENLAKE State Parks Ho
August Blues Festival
Sunday August 29 Ticket
information 800 325 0143

SOFT
3 EX-

Unita*
Supplies

OLD round oak table $175
Broyhill love seat like new
$200 437 4616 after 5con

Sarin
lisoldess

2BR 1 bath LR Kitchen
enclosed front porch 8
back por cti'utility room
ceiling tans appliances
Beautiful large corner lot
with lots of outside storage
city water cable 5 mitts
north of Murray 753 0680

370

WINDOW a/c repair Free
estimates 436 2904

Miller's Mowing
& Lawn Care
759.1652

510

BUSINESS for sale or
lame in Murray Call for
details 75.3 1217

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walung dos
tanoe to college 753 5209

FIBERGLASS truck lower
long wheel base $325
7536389

1967 CAIAERO $2000 2
home speakers 400 watt
Kenwood $100 436 2560

Homes
For Sale

METAL office desk .$3S-753-9786
MONTGOMERY Ward riding mower, 16hp Briggs &
Stratton 45'cut 753 9242

able 753 2905 for more
information

1967 350 GAMER° good
conditon $2700 obo 1989
&Mier 4 wheeler $1150
Call 437 4616 after 5pm

460

180
'
4.1arte

Seselees
Owed

Appllarese

Neils
Meow for $ale

Uttar

Domes*
& Childcare

Parisi)
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Hall now seeing patients at Murray Woman's Clinic

slat
Services
Offered
KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY meeting doors 11
frames with woodgrain formica al colors Free estimates Wunt's Recovery
M Jtray 4365560
LAWN mowing service In
mired Goiernan Bombe!
phone 759 4564
LAWN mowing Free toss
mates Call Scott
436 2969
lf:ENSED or eiectric and
gas 753 7203
MR Chimney. Chimney
_Jeans( 492 8723
MULCH pick up loads
Murray 436 5560
ODD pot* minor rapiers
Helerences available Free
-istimates Call Reid
'59-9689
PAINTING. remodeling in
.c.rior. exterior Building
:kicks, fences driveway
ealed 474 8855

PAINTING exterior inter
tor Call Charlie Rains
753-5754
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
4395255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing con
creep Free estimates Cal
474 2307
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Skimp
Removal Insured with lull
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484
S W Construction Hazel,
KY New homes additions
vinyl siding replacement
windows, roofing and gar
ages Cal 492 8873 Jim
Wiliams 492 8238 Lee
Starks

THE Gutter Co Seamless
akinwium gutters, venely
of colors Licensed. insured Estimate amiable
750-4190
T11.41 Repair Soma,offering sante day sennoe on al
lawn I garden equipment,
kerosene hoeMrs, autzmobile minor repairs Most repairs at your home 15
years •xp•ri•nc•
753-5299
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Akno Open 9-12. 1-5.
Mon -Fn 753-0630
WANTED light hauling.
trees trimmed or removed
Call Don 753-2772 or
753-2320
WINDOW & door repair
Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20irs
experience 753-2330
prompt service

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
753-1916

Call Us Today!

Read the classifieds
Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.
Ross
Insurance
I Agency
6th & Main
753-0489

I,

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
tor

our Cionkenienii \on 011er,

UPS Pick-Up
NIonday - Friday

Dail

Ship 11 uukI
‘1.1 *)

J.M.-

S p rn

& Sate mom's
rn •

S.I1

p m

Nun I

'Sal

Olynint Plaia
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NOIALRECYC1E YARD
WASTE AS YOU WALIO

Dr. Stephen K. Hall, an obstetrician and gynecologist (0B/
GYN), is now seeing patients at
the Murray Woman's Clinic. He
recently joined the medical staff
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital and is associated with Drs.
Conrad Jones, Gene Cook, Thomas Green and Lewis Drake III
at the Murray Woman's Clinic,
305 South 8th Street.
As an OB/GYN, Dr. Hall treats
disease and disorders of the genital tract, endocrine and reproductive systems and provides cart
during pregnancy, labor and
delivery.
"Another part of an OB/G YN's
expertise is proper diagnosis and
treatment of infertility in
females," explains Dr. Hall.
"I'm trained in that area, as
well as the traditional area of
delivery of newborns and gyne-

Dr. Hall earned his bachelor of
arts degree in biology and chemistry from Transylvania University
in 1983. He received his medical
degree from the University of
Kentucky College of Medicine in
1989.
Dr. Hall served a one-year
internship and a three-year residency at the University of Kentucky Chandler Medical -Center.
Also for the past three years, be
served as an obstetrical in-house
physician on weekends for St.

Specialization vital for fitness programs
DR. STEPHEN K. HALL
cologic surger) and cliniLal
care." he adds
A native of Mount Sterling.

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY,AUGUST 24. 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeans Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE underway.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): An
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Rapid progress is guaranteed if you alert mind will find_ much to enjoy
avoid those who have wasted your today. Be tactful if asked for advice:
time and money in the past. Do not avoid coming on too strong. An.
be afraid to offer constructive criti- openminded approach will create
cism. Honesty will help you build a new rapport with a family member
lasting relationship once 1994 gets nt friend.
LIBRA (Sept. -23-Oct. 22): An
under way. Business trends shift in
your favor by next spring. A joint unexpected development could
financial deal holds great promise. bring rapid change at work. A
chance remark provides valuable
Get the details in writing.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON insights. Keep regular office hours if
THIS DATE:, actress ritarlee you work at home and you will
Marlin, shortstop Cal Ripken Jr.. accomplish more.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
actor Steve Guttenberg. boxer Gerry.
An excellent time to settle conflicts
Cooney.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A and solve problems. A misunderred-letter day for writers and artists! standing can be cleared up with a
Long-distance phone calls bring few simple words. Follow your
good luck. A creative idea strikes instincts regarding a financial matwhen you least expect it. Avoid ter.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
SOMe011e who tries to involve you in
211: Welcome an opportunity to
office politics.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20i: deal with people you usually ilk; not
Work pressures will mount if you, have a chance to meet. Seek advice
are not well organized. Tackle one- from a friend who knows a lot about
thing at a time.•A major purchase a certain aspect of a business.
CAPRICORN (.13cc. 22-Jan.
bought on sale proves to be an
excellent investment.
19): Remain in the background
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A today. You will profit from what
disappointment is possible. Muster a you are able to observe. Dealing
philosophical viewpoint. A friend successfully with a- challenge from
shares inside information; use it an associate boosts your confidence.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
judiciously. Your ability to speak a
second language can pay off hand- The chance of a surprise trip is
strong. Do not hesitate to take on a
somely in business,
CANCER (June 21-July 221: project drat:will challenge your
Take care of your financial responsi- resourcefulnesS. Domestic life holds
bilities. Someone with lots of prob- much interest. Exciting changes arelems may turn forgetful. Seek quiet in the works.
surroundings if faced with a comPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20i:
,
plex task.
You are entering a cycle in which
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An new enterprises will really take off.
associate may try to force you to see Write lithely letters. The right argumatters in a different way. Uphold ment will convince a potential finanyour principles and keep quiet. A cial backer.
long-planned domestic project gets
TODAY'S(7HILDREN are energetic, tactful and quick to help others.
They enjoy. being part of a team and know how to offer criticism in a diplomatic and constructive way. Although these Virgos' approach to most things
is highly intellectual, an impatient streak makes it difficult for them to do
extensive research. Somewhat reserved, these children will blossom when
drawn out by their friends and loved ones. The ideal romantic partner will
share their interest in creating a close-knit family.
I TO Mkt a rcs used And updated cop) of SPEW Down's best-rellogi book "Yestaday . Today and. Fon,er lion Awning!. Ciii flap IOU Find Your Place God.% Plan." +end 55 95 plus SI postage and handling
to Dixon.•-ii• Andrews and %MM.P0 Box 41,
1242..1(ansas Ciis. Mo 64141 Make i:hecks payable to
knikria% And kikkileel

"Specialization is the key to future fitness classes," said Pam Thomas, owner of Fitness Figures. a
Murray Health & Wellness Business. 'Programs designed for kids,
seniors and the inactive population
will encourage a greater number of
people to incorporate fitness into
their daily lifestyle."
Ms. Thomas recently auend
World Fitness IDEA, the 1993
IDEA International Convention and
FlilleSS Expo in New Orleans, Louisiana, to learn more about fitness
specialization, trends, exercise
safety and to network with fitness
and special programming for Kids,
Masters (40-60 years), Seniors (60
+) and the inactive population.
"It is exciting to see that there are
so many fitness options," said Thomas. "As a fitness professional. it is
my.goal to help as many people as
possible lead healthier lives through
fitness. The information I received
on specialized programs will help
me create classes that meet the
needs in Murray ansisurrounding
areas."

While in New Orleans. Ms. Thomas spent study hours in classes on
nutrition, safety and marketing.
During activity workshops she

JACKSON, Ky.(AP) — Classes are off again for the start of a
second straight week in Breathitt
County as school officials and
striking bus drivers await help
from a state mediator.
Superintendent Hargus Rogers
is begging parents for patience as
,the strike continues. Both sides
hope an arbitrator from the state
Labor Cabinet will sit down with
them today.
Workers struck last Monday

West dealer:
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+87
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WEST
EAST
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Murray Home & Auto
AuiValue.
753-2571
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Chestnut St.
Murray

Ms. Thomas has more than 15
years experience in the fitness industry and is a Master Member ot
IDEA. She works at the Wixximan
of the World building in Dow mink n
Murray specializing in step aerobics.low impact aerobics. stop snioking and walking classes and new
this fall will be a class on stretching
and muscle conditioning lor those
who don't_ want to do aerobics or
those wanting to SUpplement their
aerobic workouts. For information
on how you can make itness pan ot
your life, call Ms. Thomas at 7532410.
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after the school board failed to
meet their demand for a 15 percent raise. The boar& upped its
offer from 11
/
2 percent to 5/
1
2
percent by Friday, but drivers
have said they would go no lower
than 8 percent.
Rogers called a vote Friday in
hopes that enough drivers would
accept the latest offer and show
up for their runs this week: But
only six of the county's 53 drivers showed up for the vote.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

• Breakthrough design!
• Vacuums up leaves, small twigs!
• Self-feeds and chips branches up to 3 1/21
• Recycles into valuable landscaping mulch!
• No more raking, pile-making or bagging!

•

spent time learning how to teach
"The Slide", Reebok's new fitness
trend, special muscle conditioning
classes and walking classes using
indoor and/or outdoor environments.
IDEA,the International .Association of •Fitness Professionals. -has
more than 20,000 nienitx.rs in 69
countries and is the world's leading
providerd of educational services
for fitness professionals. Members
include personal trainers, fitness
instructors and directors, as well as
club and studio managers and owners.

Ta
days

Striking bus drivers await state mediator

Introducing the revolutionary
NEW TROY-BILP
Chipper/Vac!

f‘

Lakes Hospital in Ft. Thomas,
and St. Elizabeth Hospital in
Edgewood.
Dr. Hall is a junior fellow of
the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and is
a member of the American Medical Association and Kentucky
Medical Association. DC Hall has
also served as a captain with the
475th MASH unit of the Kentucky Army National Guard.
Dr. Hall's office can be reached at (502)751-9100.

"Whatever it takes. we want to be your car or truck company."

PEPPERS

2400 East Wood Street • Parts, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
1993 Recipient of Chrysler Corporations Highest

Honor

The bidding:
West North East
South
3+
Dble
Mimi
3 NT I
Opening lead — five of diamonds.
In a relatively short period of
time,Zia Mahmood.— known to most
simply as Zia — has become one of
the world's leading players and personalities. The charismatic Pakistani, who now makes his home in
London and the United States, is
noted mostfor his daring and imagination at the table, and his wit and
charm away from it.
Today's deal, from the 1993
Vanderbilt Teams. is vintage Zia.
After West's off-beatthree spade preemptand North's double,Zia.South,
took a stab at three notrump on his
eight high-card points.
West led a diamond, and where
most mortals would have played,
dummy'sjack or queen. Zia inserted
the nine! This brought immediate
results when the nine forced East's
king,but the contract wasstifle long
way from home.
East shifted to the spade queen,
taken by the ace, and a heart was
ducked to East's nine_ When East
returned the heart king, Zia ducked
again,then won the queen continuation with the ace. The A-Q+I of diamonds were then cashed,East showing out on the second round.
At this point, with five cards remaining to be played, the opposing
hands were virtually an open book.
West wasknown to have started with
six spades, five diamonds and one
heart, so he had at most one club.
East, forced to discard a heart in
order to guard clubs, was known to
be holding four clubs and the heart
jack.
To make the contract,Zia needed
four club tricks, which may seem
impossible given East's holding and
dummy's doubleton ace. But such
things are child's play for the Pakistani. He simply led a low club from
dummy and finessed the nine(!), returned to dummy with the club ace
and played the heart ten. East was
forced to win and leads clubfrom the
Q-10to South's K-J to give South his
ninth trick.
In the post-mortem, the self-effacing Zia pointed out that he had in
fact erred by ducking the second
heart, which eventually forced him
to risk losing a trick to the singleton
ten of clubs in the West hand. Had
Zia taken the second heart, he could
later have played the ace and another club to the nine before exiting
with his remaining heart to force
East to make the same losing return
in clubs.
Tomorrow: More than iugt
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 23, the 235th day of 1993. There are 130
days left in the year.
History:
Highlight
in
Today's
On Aug. 23, 1927, Italian-born anarchists Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were executed in Boston for the murders of two men
during a 1920 payroll robbery in a case that had drawn widespread
controversy. (In 1977. Sacco and Vanzeui were vindicated by Massachuseus Governor Michael S. Dukakis.)
On this date:
In 1754, France's King Louis XVI was born at Versailles.
In 1785, U.S. naval hero Oliver Hazard Perry was born in South
Kingstown. R.I.
In 1960, Broadway librettist Oscar Hammerstein II died in Doylestown, Penn.
In 1972, the Republican National Convention, meeting in Miami
Beach, Fla., nominated Vice President Spiro T. Agnew for a second
term.
In 1982, Lebanon's parliament elected Christian militia leader
Bashir Gemaycl president. (Gemayel was assassinated some three
weeks later.)
In 1991, in the wake of a failed hard-liners coup. Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev and Russian President Boris N. Ycltsin acted to
strip the Communist Pany of its power.
Ten years ago: Addressing the American Legion in Seattle, President Ronald Reagan charged that the anti-nuclear movement "would
wage peace by weakening the free. That just doesn't make sense."
Five years ago: Some striking workers in Poland ended a walkout
that had begun a week earlier, but 125. miners barricaded themselves
In an underground shaft, vowing to stay until they'd won their
demands.
One year ago: Hurricane Andrew slammed into the Bahamas with
120 mile-an-hour winds. James A. Baker III bowed out as Secretary of
State after 3./2 years to become White House chief of suit.
Today's Birthdays: Actor-dancer Gene Kelly is 81. Actress Vera
Miles is 63. Political satirist Mark Russell is 61. California Gov. Pete
Wilson is 60. Actress Barbara Eden is 59. Ballet dancer Patricia
McBride is 51. Former Surgeon General Antonia Novello is 49.
Actress Shelley Long is 44. Actor-singer Rick Springfield is 44.
Queen Noor of Jordan is 42. Actor River Phoenix is 23.
Thought for Today: "No matter what accomplishments you make,
somebody helps you." — Althea Gibson, American tennis champion
(1927- ).
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Ten years ago
A two-part series on "Earthquakes and the New Madrid
Fault" on which Calloway County is located is published. The
stories were written by Staff Writer Charles Honey.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Bynum was destroyed by fire
about 2:30 a.m. on Aug. 21.
The kick-off party for 1983-84
year of Murray Civic Music
Association was held Aug. 21 at
the University Branch of Bank of
Murray. Betty Lowry is president
and Kathryn Carman is vice president for public relations.
Pictured are members of the
family of the late Joseph and
Rosa Bergman Williams at a
reunion held at the home of Mrs.
Estelle McDougal.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County High School
1973 Laker annuals are now

being distributed at the school.
Gate Broach was editor of the
annual which was dedicated to
Larry England, Speech Teacher
and Debate Coach.
Deborah Kay Rogers and Gail
L. Doron were married recenIty
at Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church.
Opal H. Roberts of Murray is
serving as distnct director of District I of Business and Professional Women's Club.
Mrs. B.S. Allbritten was honored Aug. 12 with a party in
celebration of her 95th birthday
at her home at 300 South Sixth
St., Murray.
Winners of Murray Bass Club
Fishing Tournament were Don A.
Jones, Hugh Massey, Fredc Herndon and Jim King.
Thirty years ago
Sue Fairless of Murray College
High School, Mrs. G.T. Lilly of

Murray High School and Mrs.
Richard Smith of Reidland High
School were among 270 teachers
attending the 19th annual conference of Home Economics Teachers at Hardinsburg.
Linda Ryan of Murray and
Jeanne Allen of Hardinsburg are
pictured as they listen to Billy
Edd Wheeler, the "Mr. Rivers" in
the production of "Stars In My
Crown" as he plays the fiddle.
The play is being presented this
summer at the outdoor
amphitheatre at Kenlake State
Park,
Mrs. Jesse Story led the program on "World Neighbors" at a
meeting of Woman's Society of
Christian Service of Lynn Grove
Methodist Church.
Forty years ago
Murray Police Chief Novel
McReynolds said the police radio
had been installed at the station

Tient their
'formation
less part tit
as at 753-

and cars in his report to the Murray City Council.
Members of Local 1068 of
CIO-UAW representing employees of Murray Manufacturing
Company turned down a proposal
on Aug. 22 that had been agreed
on by union and company officials. The vote was at least twothirds in favor of turning down
the proposal, according to union
officials.
Omega Pi is the newest fraternity on Murray State College
campus. It is a national honorary
business education fraternity for
business teachers and commerce
students who have attained a high
scholastic average in their
courses. Gamma Upsilon Chapter
has been installed here with 11
charter members. Ann Perry of
Murray is secretary. Another
Murray member is Charles W.
Farris.

DEAR ABBY
my father's age, and my feet were
about to drop off with freezing, so 1
said yes and hopped in
He asked me where I was going
and I told him He drove me there,
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old hut before he let me out, he said.
"Young lady. I want you to promise
girl with a story to tell.
Last night about 9 p.m., I was me that you will meter again accept
walking home alone from the public a ride with a stranger, no matter
library. tI live eight blocks from how 'nice' he appears to be. I hapthere. 1 The wind was blowing hard, pen to he a decent man, but you
and it was very cold. Besides, I had took an awful chance You can't tell
anything about a man by the way
a load of books under my arm
A car pulled up alongside the he looks.
Two years ago. I had a niece
:urb, and a nice-looking man
opened the door and asked."Want a about your age who accepted a nde
ride?" Ile looked OK and was about with a strange man, and three days
EDITOR'S NOTE: Dear Ahby is
on a twoweek vacation. Following
is a selection of some of her favorite
past letters from the 1970s. r

I ater. they beund her lifeless besiy iii
a ditch four miles from your home
She'd been raped and strangled .Abby. I promised that man I
would M`Ver again get into a car
with a stranger And I never will
LIT('KY
DEAR LUCKY: Thanks for
sharing your experience. It contains valuable advice.
• • •

DEAR ABBY: While vacationing
recently. my husband and I stayed
at a lovely motor inn When we lefl,

DAILY COMICS

ClOblL S OF
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN11161044*:-.

Thomas.
ispital in

I took some ashtrays and glasses
These things had the name of the
inn on them. and I thought they'd
make nice souvenirs.
1 was under the impression that
guests are expected to take such
things as souvenirs, and the cost of
the items is built into the price of
the room My husband says I am
wning
Why then would the inn have as
name on everything if not to advertise? Are guests expected to take
souvenirs?
THIEF OR COLLECTOR"

DEAR THIEF: I would advise
against taking anything. Before
checking out, ask the manager
for a souvenir, and he'll either
sell or give you one.

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

,-- AN ORPINARY
EVERYOAY MIRACLE"

By GARY LARSON
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DEAR

325

BOILIN(:

Don't

answer him. But tomorrow, do
absolutely nothing! And when

CALVIN and HOBBES

Friday in
ers would
and show
week. But
s 53 dm(
volt

• ••

DEAR ABBY First, let me
explain that I have four children
(two still in diapersi. a nine-room
house to take care of; and no one-to
help Me. When any husband comes
home from work, he always asks,
"What did you do all day'
Abby. I could sock him' How
should I answer him'
BOILING

itor

he comes home and finds the
beds unmade, breakfast and
lunch dishes in the sink, the
laundry basket piled high with
unironed clothes, and not a
trace of supper started, if he
asks what you did all day, say,
"You're always asking me that.
Well, today, I didn't do it!"

DR. G077
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By Peter II. Gott. N1.1)

CATHY
OUR FIRST NIGHT ON THE
'EITHER,
CRUISE. I CAN'T 6ELlEVE
WE'RE REALLY HERE, CATHY. MOM.

the 1993
intage Zia.
e spade preZia,South,
urnp on his

V
WE HAVE. A WHOLE , 0N I KNOW WVE
E' HAD OUR riftEN SERVE
I,itf.FERENC,ES, BUT NOW WE'RE MEALS EVERY
WEEK TO TALK... TO .
ASK QUESTIONS... HERE TOGETHER WITH THE ONE 15 MINUTES.
TO CLEAR UP LITRE ' THING THAT Will SUSTAIN
US NO /MITER WHAT.
MISUNDERSTANDINGS FROM THE
LAST 30 tlEARS..

-1
BINGO. I'M
ABOUT DUE ,
FOR A NICE '
SilltiaiP
COCKTAIL.

"My dad can act deader than your dad."
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Peruses
42 — Pacino
43 Begin
45 Pintail duck
46 Demon
48 Gallant
50 Mournful
51 Christmas
carol
53 Toll
55 Note of scale
58 Scoffs
59 Football team
81 Vision
82 Hinder
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34 Break
suddenly
36 Aches
37 Kind of nut
38 Snare
40 Merchant
41 Style of
autornoblie
44 Cornered
47 Equal
49 Variety of
cabbage
52 Jamie —
Curtis
54 Permit
Si Sun god
58 Martin 10
60 Brother of
Odin

DEAR DR GOTT What is meant
by kidney blood tests and why are
they performed"
DEAR READER The kidneys filter
thebloodandrmovewastepmfucts.
which they discharge into the urine'
Therefore, one way to assess renal
function is to measure. some of the
waste products in the blood, if they
an. present in neirmal concentrations.
the kidneys are doing their job If the
levels are high. however, one can con
elude that the kidneys are working
inefficiently
Two such wastes are blood urea
nitrogen a BUN) and creatinme. both
by products of protein metabolism
Thus, the BUN and creatinine are
often measured to test renal efficien
cy
In most instances. doctors order
these tests to make sure that the kid
neys are functioning optimally This is
an important consideration because
many medicines an. -cleared'. by the
kidneys and. if these organs are not
"up to snuff"_toxic amounts can build
up in the body, causing severe reac
bons
For example. the dose of digoxm. a
heart stimulant. depends on renal effi
ciency If the. kidneys are not working
properly. the tissue levels of digoxin
rise. This serious complication leads
to nausea, vomiting and heart block.
eventually causing heart stoppage
and death
Consequently. in patients with inef
ficient kidneys (as judged by elevated

IWN and creatinine concentrations,.
the dose of digoxin must bee substan
tially reduced, to 30 percent of normal.
or even much less.
Doctors also check kidney function
When patients are prescribed medica
lions that can cause renal damage
For instance, I have several patients
who are taking diuretics for hyperten
slim Because these drugs often raise
the BUN (causing an unacceptable
rise in waste products/. I periodically
obtain blood tests to ensure that the
medicines are not causing harm
Finally, doctors routinely perform
kidney blood tests in patients facing
surgery The. stress of an operation is
significant enough without the. added
burden of unsuspected kidney mal
function. which adds substantial risk

to surgery because of metabolic corn
plications
Obviously, patients with known

renal disease
especially those on
dialysis /artificial kidneys) — must be
meticulously monitored by BUN and
creatinine levels, along with other
analyses,'such as the mineral content
of the bloodstream.
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Clovis Kendall

Arthur Free
Arthur Free, 65, Gilbertsville, died Friday at 1010 p.m. at
his home.
A Baptist minister, le_ was a member of New Hope Baptist
Church and a veteran of World War 11.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Edna Cox Free; one daughter, _Mrs,. Joyce Notes. Gilbensville; two sons, Rick Free. Gil-.
beruville, and Terry Free. Benton; five sisters, Mrs. Josephine
Patten, New Port Richey. Fla., Mrs. Lillian Lawrence, Kirksey.
Mrs. Martha Bekher and Mrs. Rebecca Shaw, Murray, and Mrs.
Geraldine Anderson, Benton; six brothers, Udell Free, Madisonville, Eual Ray Free, Grand Rapids, Mich., Donald Free, Wyandoue, Mich., Scouie Free, Murray, and James Free and Joe
Free, Benton; seven grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Edgar Paschall is officiating. Burial will follow in Bethel Cemetery.

Mrs. Esther Marie Coy
Final rites for Mrs. Esther Marie Coy were Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Don Bowers officiated. Music was by Choir of Independence
United Methodist Church with Mrs. Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Pallbearers were David Cunningham, Gary Cunningham, Randy
Cunningham, Kenny Coy, Charles Belcher and Mark Adams.
Burial was in McDaniel Cemetery.
Mrs. Coy, 88, of South Ninth Street, Murray, died Saturday
at 2:14 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her husband,
Clarence C. Coy, died May II,-1189.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Edna Cunningham and
husband, Glen, Rt. 2, Murray; two sons, Howard Coy and wife,
Wanda, and Kenneth Coy and wife, Wilma, Rt. 1, Almo; nine
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
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Police uncertain of
motive in shooting of
abortion clinic doc
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — An
abortion clinic doctor was shot to
death over the weekend, but
police did not know the gunman's motive.
Dr. George Wayne Patterson
was shot in the neck and killed
Saturday evening when he confronted a man breaking into his,
1993 Cadillac. The „car was
parked in the city's nightclub district — site of several recent robberies, police said.
A witness told the Mobile
Register a gunman fired two
shots, then opened the door of
Patterson's car and took something from inside.
"We're not sure it was a robbery or what it was at this time,''
Allan Carpenter, a police investigator, said Sunday.
He said the slain doctor had
some cash on him when police
,Panerson, 44, bad_ Worked!zrFamily Planning of Fort Walton
Beach, Fla., and at the Bay City
Women's Clinic in Mobile.
The Pensacola (Fla.) News
Journal reported that Patterson
also owned the Women's Medical
Services Clinic in Pensacola,
where Dr. David Gunn was killed
last March. Anti-abortion activist
Michael F. Griffin faces trial
Sept. 20 for that shooting.
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Clovis Kendall. 84, of Hazel died Sunday at 6:05 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired construction worker after 21 years with
Robert R. Anderson Construction Co.. Chicago, Ill.
Born June 5, 1909, it Buchanan. Tenn., he was the son of
the late Sam Kendall and Ada Noted Kendall.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Margaret M. Hudson,
Hazel, Mrs. Jan Tharpe, Chicago, Ill., Mrs. Eleanor KendallTipton, Jackson, Tenn., Mrs. Sandra K. Williams, Puryear.
Tenn., and Mrs. Willie Hornbuckle, Murray; two sons, Hassle
Kendall, Puryear, Tenn., and Thomas L. Kendall, Bellwood, Ill.;
one briber, William Kendall Sr., Paris, Tenn.; 23 grandchildren;
24 great-grandchildren; throe great-great-grandchildren; host of
nieces, nephews and cousins.
Services will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Union Grove Church
Missionary Baptist Church, where he was a member. The Rev.
A. Taylor will officiate. Burial will follow in Hazel Cemetery.
Friends may call after 4 p.m. Wednesday at the church in
Puryear where the wake will from 6 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Mason Memorial Chapel of Mayfield is .in charge of
arrangements.

William S.(Doc) Samuels
The funeral for William S. (Doc) Samuels was Sunday at 2
p.m. at First Baptist Church, Lebanon Junction. The Rev. Tom
Hughes officiated.
Burial was in Lebanon Junction City Cemetery with arrangements by Kappel Funeral Home, Lebanon Junction.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the
form of -contributions to Furnace Fund of.-First -Baptist Church,
Lebanon Junction.
Mr. Samuels, 68, Lebanon Junction, died Thursday at Audubon Regional Medical Center, Louisville.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Mrs. Judy Hudson of
Boston, -Ky.; one stepson, Dr. Joseph Resroat and wife, Carla,
Murray; one daughter, Mrs. Sheila Shelton, Mt. Pleasant, Texas:
three brothers, John 1. Samuels Jr., Emerson Samuels, and Clifford Samuels, all of Lebonan Junction; five grandchildren.

ZERO DOWN!
1993 Toyota Std. Bed Pickup

'ftllist=e1P
2.4 4 cyl., styled steel wheels,
double all cargo bed, cargo bed
1*-down hooks, one-touch tailgate, mist control wipers, cloth
seats, metre paint

Sale
Price

$8,529
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Mrs. Irene Allbritten Lovins
Services for Mrs. Irene Allbritten Lovins are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. R.I.
Burpoe is officiating and Mrs. Oneida White is organist.
Pallberers are Eddie Lovins II, Ronald Allbritten, James R.
Burkeen, Tim McCoy, Johnny Burkeen and Roger Miller. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Lovins, 80, formerly of Calloway County, died Friday at
3 a.m. at Grace Hospital, Detroit, Mich. Her husband, Noble
Lovins, died in 1958.
Survivors include two sons, Eddie G. Lovins and Danny Joe
Lovins, both of Royal Oak; her twin sisters, Mrs. Laurine Elkins and husband,r Harold, Rt. 5, Murray; six grandchildren; eight
great-grandchildren.
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DAVID P.MEV/1.sdgs & Times photo
The City of Murray and the Murray Tourism Commission recently purchased signs for the entrances into Murray. Murray Mayor Bill Cherry
and Linda Horner and Scott Silber, both of the Murray Tourism Commission, show off one of the signs recently.
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'There's a new idea in funeral planning
I thought you'd like to know about.”
Kimber A.Ward, M.D.
General SurgervICAin
Si Rectal Sawn*

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
More and more people aro taking advantage of the opportunity to pre-plan their funeral arrangements, with the Family
Considerations program.
You can choose the arrangements you want. This way your
family won't face•difficult decision later. You can also pre-pay
your arrangements so your family won't inherit • financial
burden.
Call or come by today. The Family Considerations program is
a great idea.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Pratessional, Personal Dedicated Service - Modem Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
7634800
hotly Corealibmibms• plans ars underwritten by United Polarity Ws
triarrenre campstay.

GeneV jirak, M.D.
Obstetrics.Grnect4k
and Infertility

Johnny W Warns,M.D. David B.Siam M.D.
Ninth PrAcrxe
Ophrh

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 104;
Thursday Friday 94;
Saturday 94; Sunday 14
No Appoirewoot Mammy. Col 759-9111t

When the subiect is looking
greet, you can't fail with
JCPennoy Styling Salon. Go
beck to school with a great
IWI4 haircut and look smarter
then ever.
For the salon nearest you,
call 1400-542-5565.

PINELAKE
MEDICAL OFFICES
1029 MahalCenser Catie.146eld,Kniturkv 42066

By Appointment: 502-251-4545
Parecipothw Hospital
Konwaky
OPTION 2000 Contracting Halpin, HEALTH TRUST
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